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accepted.for fall; winter and spring year, the criteria is c_iot difficult to
of the 1989-90 academic year.
Staff Writer
:meet and maintain.
Standards for college admissions
What's made CWU such a popuWe're full!
continue to rise, Maraviglia said, .lar draw? According to admissions
That's the message being sent out and CWU is cooperating with ef- counselor Toni Chepoda-Palmer,
to more than 2,000 freshmen and forts by state and federal officials to year-round recruitment and high ·
transfer applicants who will be standardize admissions procedure. schools and · community colleges ·
denied admission this academic year For Fall 1990, students admitted to
to CWU due to an overflow of CWU must have a combination of ·
applications, said James Maraviglia, test scores (SAT or ACT exams;
WPC only if taken before June 1,
director of admissions.
Even the branch campus in Ya- 1989) and high school grade-point
kima, Edmonds, Pierce County and averages which meet the admisSou th Seattle are currently crammed sions index requirements of a 65
percent probability of earning a C
to capacity, Maraviglia said.
He said there were only 1,000 or better at the end of their freshman
slots in the freshman class open for year.
Maraviglia said 85 per~ent of all
the 2,800 applicants who sought to
get in before the beginning of the currently enrolled freshmen must
school year. The numbers were a meet this criteria, and judging from
the fact that as of last year 92 perlittle better for transfer students out of 1,800 applicants, 1,200 were cent came back for their sophomore

by JODY WOOTEN
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throughout the state · and the
universicy' s 20-to-1 student-faculty
ratio are a big reason.
Maraviglia stresses the importance of getting applications in early,
since cwu still admits students on
a first-cQme, first-serve basis. Other

universities, such as Western Washington University, dealt with their
applications overload problem by
abandoning the first-come, firstserve system and instead admitting
prospective students based on their
GPA and test scores.

1966 phones give way to
$3.2 million system.. ·. . .:~~~
by GREGG BOTTEMILLER

tral telephone switch on campus.
Besides easy access to·the switch, •
Tusken said ·this would allow the
There's a lot of hard work that university to minimize their longgoes into making a phone call. Just distance toll charges by being able
ask CWU telecommunications to shop around for the best service.
The system also opened up sepamanager Bill Tusken, who oversaw
the six-year, $3.2 million installa- rate lines for faculty and staff who
tion of the university new phone before were sharing up to five per- ·
sons per line, said telecommunicasystem.
The switchover to the advanced tions analyst Nancy J. Jackson.
The telephone switchover, along
touch-tone sys.tern began June 23,
upgrading service to all 34 adminis- with installation of fiber optic and
trative and classroom buildings. The coaxial cabling for use in data procnew GTE system repaced the essing and video relay systems,
school's rotary-dial phones in place respectively, completed the first
since 1966 and compatible with phase of the project. The video
system will provide two-way capa1938 technology, Tusken said.
The phones, in four different bility for classroom video instrucstyles depending on the intended tion, Tusken said.
"The instructor will be able to
Jse, work on a digital electronic
remote
control videos cued in by
;witching system, giving users
the
campus
television station," he ·
nulti-feature service including call
~orwarding or transfer, speed call,
See Phones - page 3
fog again and conference talling.
CWU also now has its own cen-

Staff Writer
-- - - -· - - - -· -· ----··--- -- -

Big money. contributors
tour campus, meet chimps .

The Wildcat powerful oJJensive line clears the way for a third victory this season and a third-place national

ranking. See.relat~d story page.21.·(Photo by Kirsten Barber)
·.-.·.·.·,•.·...:.··:·::··::

>y AARor· .dcMASTERS
)taff Writer

Last weekend CWU hosted the
>resident's Associates, a group
vhose members each contribute
;1,000 annually to the university,
in a tour through campus.
The group visited the Chimpanee Communication Research cen-

researchers gain insight on how to
teach non-communicative children,
such as those suffering from autism, to learn to communicate.
Fouts also talked about the
center's plans for a new home for

ter on the third floor of the PsychoI-.
ogy building Saturday, Dr. Roger
Fouts, director of the center, and his
wife and research associate, Deborah, discussed their study designed
to train the five chimps currently
housed in the laboratory on the
acquisition and use of American
See Associates
Sign Language.
The project, Fouts said, will help

-
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Former student killed
in September ~r.ash

Unso_lved ~ysteries

Vandalism in vogue

Editor's note: "Unsolved ·
been gorie from .his car no .'·
complex the next day, but
Mysteries,"
compiled
by
news
.
more
than
15
minutes.
found only one resident who
Funeral services for Jay Raymond Hospital in Ilwaco at 11 :04 p.m.,
editor
Jim
Thomsen,
provides
Police
found
the
car,
a
1981
thought she "heard a crash
Hill were Sept. 11 at St. Mary's . the spokeswoman said.
the
details
of
recent,
real-life·
Toyota,
the
next
day,
less
than
which sounded like someone
Catholic Church in Seaview.
' A freshman last year, Hill encrime
on
the
CWU
campus.
a
mile·
away.
According
to
a
hit a dumpster," according to
Hill, a Central student last year, joyed golf and basketball. He was
Anyone with information .- :. Washington State Patrol motor
the police report filed that day.
died as the result of injuries ·sus- ·planning to attend Lower Columbia
· · about these incidents can
vehicle recovery report, the car ·
But the woman said she
tained in a head-on collision Sept. Community College this fall to play
· .contact any Campus Security ' .-: was "totally destroyed. All
looked outside and saw
7. He was 19.
golf. He was known by friends and
officer at 963-2958:
windows were smashed out or
nothing.
family to have a positive attitude
·
broken.
The
exterior.
..
was
The officers, theorizing that
and a great enthusiasm for life.
. dented ahd the pas~enger door
· someone may have driven a
:_. · . Hill's sister, Kristin, attended .
~· What appeared to be a . \.
wouldn't close."
car onto the lawn and rah
): central and is presently doing her
routine food delivery to
Fingerprints were removed ,
down the sign, checked the
· :,. 'student teaching in Ocean Beach.
Sparks and Beck halls turned · ·
vehicles in the surrounding
. Hill's brother, Kenneth, is a freshinto a bizarre act of.random
. from the car, but so far.polke
_haye been unable to link the!Il
area for front-end damage but
man this year at Central. ·
vandalism that left one car · ·
.. or 'a ny·· other evidence to
found none.
BomMarch23, 1970,inAstoria,
·. -·· completely destroyecr~nd''·
.. viable·suspect. ' , .
..
There are no suspects.
Ore., Hill was the son of Stanley R.
campus police officers,· '
· "We're still investigating,
Hill and Marcia E. Pettygrove. ·
.. shaking their heads. ·. ·'
but right now we have no
In other police notes:
· Hill is survived by his mother and
The delivery persori drove
clues,"
said
Det.
Kevin
students
who continue to park
stepfather, Edward Pettygrove of
·his car into the Sparks Hall
Higgins
of
the
campus
police
their
cars
in lots R-12
Long Beach; his father and step· service drive just before
force.
(Nicholson
Pavilion) and J-8
. . mother Mary Beth Hill of Ocean
, midnight Sept. 29. He parked
(SUB/Hertz
Hall) should be
Park; his brother; his sister,. his
there, leaving his keys in the
reminded
that
those areas
grandmother, Mary ·Nordquist of
ignition and the doors
Vandalism remained in
were
no
longer
open to
Winlock; his step-grandmother,
unlocked. He then made one
vogue for local criminals this
Jay R. Hill
overnight
parking
as of Sept. 1
Florence .Pettygrove of Twin Falls,
delivery to the service door at
week as the sign designating
and
will
soon
be
be
ticketed,
According to a Washington State, : I~ho; six step-sisters and one stepSparks, then called Beck from
Peterson Hall on the corner of
said
carp.pus
police
chief
Patrol spokeswoman, Hill, ~a resi- · brother.
the Sparks lobby to confirm
16th and E stre~ts was com- ..
Alfred Teeples. _
dent of Long Beach, was ·south-·
Hiil had suffered from diabetes
his second delivery.
pletely destroy·e d Sunday,
"We've been letting it go
bound on Highway 401 north of the from age three.
•.
"I walked back to the
causing roughiy $250 in
because
students were used to ·
Naselle River bridge ~hen a north- ·. · · ~emorials may be made t9 the..
_Sparks service drive and ·
damage.
parking
overnight
in those
bound station wagon driven by Deb · American Juvenile Diabetes Assonoticed my car was·missing,"
- The incident, which investilots, but we've been getting
Lopez, 31, of Naselle, crossed the ciation; ·3434 Martin Way· ~ NE,
the victim said.in·.a_police
gating campus police estimated some.complaints an,d we '11
center line in front of Hill. The Olympia, 985o6; or.to Long B,each'. · .·. " statement. "Aftedpoking : _ .. took,pl~ce at 2 a.m. Oct. I, was
start to ticket those vehicles
c_rash occurred at 9:45 p.m.
,
Ambulance Service, PO Box 53i;···.
"over the Sparks,·:aarto and · ·
apparently unwitnessed~
once the bad weather sets in,"
Hill was pronounced dead of Long.Seach, 9863
Quigley service~· I called.
Officers-questioned residents . ·
he said.·
massive trauma at Ocean Beach
the police."
. , -. ·of the nearby Wable apartm~nt
.- : - '.
"!he victim tol4,P<>lice ~~'4_::
.
. ',.
..· -

a .·,

t. ·

. , -· ·.

·. ·.

==~i:~~nges: C~ntr3I :freshiiu1n-·:·~iil-~i '$-1,500 _Scholarship
aving .
.' '. byGREGGC.BorriMILLER:} i.fi~~ s~~~·1~·~'ju~~~~:i~"1981.'·~·-· Theiwo~ti~~_stat~wrestling~-hamp~-,. :-.-_ "I really pus~ed myself during
The valedictorian from last year's (orice in Alaska{,once in Washing~ ~igh school so I could have opporP
•ng .
CHS class said he is interested in ton) also has-his ·sights set on mak- tunities like this scholarship;" he
and Prunl
· ·, - A CWU freshman from Alaska the biology _and pharmacy fields. ~ng ·a similar mark at CWU.
said.: "I plan ·_to continue to · push
Staff Writer. ",

·

··

H~ ~~~_a!\e.rt~o Y.~ at college he
.Though -~e~kes reaiizes the aca- myself hard in college, pushing for
.(eels h~_'it . ~?\v. whic~ ' direc~i?~ ....demic envirompent at . c~llege is a three-point-plus grade-point avhis'old stomping ground ttiriv~ on he·' ll go. His :br~tber Jeff. i~.a ju~?f: · v'astly 4i.fferent
life' at lfome~ · erage-. iii~~ to set high standards for
~ the fish and game departme~L : · at CWU: majoii~&-,in ~iology~ ,: ', . he stin · ·b¢lieve~ . be cai) get good myself and see what happens."
. Tod H: H~ike~, 18, a Qu~gley . · "I'd. IQve to - ~ "in -the}is~ 8!14.- grades.
'. ·
·- '

hopes his new $1,500 scholarship

By VICTORIA JOHNSON

..

Staff Writer

aw~~ ~illhelphimpursueac~r

(rom'

When they first arrive on campus'
- ~~~~rec•ed~~fro~ : = g~~~ ~ ~w~~~~-----------------~----
students may have nQticed a· fe'w
GARY F. SPEER ' ·
. the university of ·the aVlard from '-_ ", Alaskaoteve9Califomia;". Heik.~s
,
0 - l ll ACIUIT
changes:
- 'First Inte..Stilte .Bank. The b~'s ·. ·: wd. ·'JI could~ out in t~wiltler.. · . -·
· * Parking lots F and I, north of scholarship, established in 1984 at ness and stay out there for long .
. the Bassettis dormitory ',c.omplex,
~WU, is given-to -incoming fresh- · : periods . of time. .. But . phannacy·. . ..
were paved this summer. ·P aving of · ntert who demonstrate achievemeni · would also be an interesting.career, ·.. · ·
. ..,...
the lots is meant to ensure better ' .in-business, finance or economics. '. -, using my biology background/' - : ',,
INSURANCE TOO HIGH??
conditions for st~dent parking and
Heikes had a 3.9 grade-point " Besides pushing hims~lf aca..:
WRITE HIGH Rl~K AUTO
easier wintertime maintenance.
average ·. throughout high school. demically, Heikes was involved in .
· Lots A- 1, west of Black Hall, and His first two years were spent at other high school activities:,He was
.·.AT
RATES!
E-1, south of Wilson Hall, will be
Kodiak (Ak.) High School before a class officer and a varsity.athlete
925-5776
paved and open for student parking
transferring to Cashmere (Wa.) in wrestling, football and baseball. ....__450 N. Sprague

~NCE
--------

·-···

WE

LOVVE:R

_________________________.

by

mid-Octo~r.

* The trees in the Bassettis were
pruned. "We pru~ed the trees to get
rid of some of the hazardous trees
and to improve the overall appearance of CWU,'' said Physical Plant
Director John Holman. Currently
there are 75 trees on campus that
are marked for removal or improvement because of disease. '
* The bike path south of Wilson
was landscaped in early July.
Though dense now, the path will be
thinned out in the spring. Further
construction is planned for spring
to extend the path for more efficient pedestrian and bicycle traffic.
* New light posts have been installed in front of Barge Hall and in
the newly-paved parking lot F. For
student safety, these lights should
be working within the next two
months.

Hitching Post
featuring:

*Kirby Brothers*
Oct. 6 and 7
7 - 9 p.m.
$2.50 pitchers
•Free Pool
•No Cover
•Live Music
In the historical Davidson Building
402 North Pearl, Ellensburg, Wash.
(509) 962-2260

620 West Cascade Way
925-6862

r
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News In Brief
and partial reimbursement for twoperson families making it up to
$1,237 monthly, with $315 allowed
for each additional family member.
For more information, contact
Miller at 963-1744.

Former Academic Skills Center
assistant director Cheryl McKernan assumed the director's job at
the beginning of fall quarter, succeeding Don Cummings, who left
to become dean of the College of
Letters, Arts and Sciences.
Also new to the ASC staff is
English specialist Helen Smith and
program assistant Toni Menig.
The center, located in LL 103,
will continue to provide free-ofcharge specialized classes and tutoring to students. Hours are 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Low-income families who send
. their children to Central' s preschool
and daycare program are eligible to
be reimbursed for food expenses by
the U.S. Department" of Agriculture, said local director Barbara
Miller.
The USDA offers total reimburse-

Need help?
Call the
Crisis ·L ine
by VICTORIA JOHNSON
Staff Writer

Needa friend to talk to? Don't
know where to tum? The Crisis
Line ~an help. '. .,_· · "· · ·
Run by an all-volunteer staff,
the Crisis Line is a program that
giv~~ - ~tudents a phone number ·
to call when t~ey need someone
to talk to in confidence.
The only requirements for volunteers are they be at least 18
years old and willing to commit
to working at least one threehour shift a week for one year.
The training sessions will teach
volunteers communication skills,
suicide assessment, crisis intervention, needs assessment and
referral skills.
For some students, the term
"Crisis Line" may be a misconception, leading them to believe
they will be answering life-anddeath calls every time they ' re on
duty.
But according to the Crisis Line
office, there are seldom suicidal
,l
calls. The majority of calls come
from students who are lonely or
just want someone they don't
know to talk to .
. Also, being on the Crisis Line
means more than just answering
phones. Volunteers will be expected to make appropriat·e referrals , write case reports and act
in a professional manner. They
are free to do homework when
not actually on the phone.
Training for Crisis Line volunteers will be Oct. 20 through
· 22 and Oct. 24. Any students
interested in training must attend
a meeting at 7 p.m. Oct. 17 in the
Conference Room at the Kittitas
County Health Center, 507
Nan um.
For more information on the
Crisis Line, call Jackie Galbraith
at 925-2166 or the Crisis Line at
925-4168.

· -·

Ronald M. Frye
ment for children from two-person
families with a total monthly income of $869, with $221 allowed
for each additional family member;

Phones:

Dr. Ronald Frye, assistant dean
of Central' s school of professional
studies, has been appointed to a
three-year term on the state's advisory committee on elementary and
secondary school improvement by
Gov. Booth Gardner.
The committee is charged with
setting priorities for state use of
federal education improvement
funds, as well as developing and
implementing plans for state programs funded by 1988 federal leg. islation. Frye's job is to read grant
applications to the state school dropout prevention program.

Emergency lines next

tern," Tusken said. "We were looking for a system that would have
voice data and video transmission
said.
The second phase, now in the
and switching, the ability to inteplanning stage, will connect the fiber grate the three and have the technol-:optic· and coaxial cabling laid to 10 ogy to last a minimum of 20 years.
buildings in the first phase, plus
"We then f9rmed a telephone
connecting cabling to an additional committee of telecommunications
12 buildings.
and administrative managers," he
Projected for completion in .the said. "We visited other universities
1990-91 school year, the second to see what they had, and major
phase will also connect a voicevendors also showed us what they
messaging system, like an answer- had geared for the university setting.
ing machine,' and establish a disaster recovery plan. The recovery
"Finally, in June l988, we sent
plan's goal will b.~ to get the system. out requests for proposals ~nd con-:
operating.again within 24 hours after sequently negotiated two contracts
an unexpected breakdown, Tusken with GTE Northwest, who provided
said.
us with what we wanted at the lowest
Another feature of the new sysprice,":Tusken added.
Installation began in November
tem is a class registration system
1988, and with the switchover in
over the phone. This is similar to
systems already existing at other June, the university had new phones.
colleges, such as the University of · Though not directly affected by the
change, the residence halls' phones
Washington.
There are also plans to install all had theirnumbers changed. Also,
residents will now have to use the
about 30 "blue light" emergency
phones around campus, Tusken said. full seven-digit number to complete
The phones, located outdoors, will their calls instead of the previous
connect the caller directly to the five-digit procedure, Tusken said.
"So far we've had pretty positive
campus police dispatcher with the
feedback on the system," Tusken
touch of a single button.
"The plan to change CWU' s said. "We've had a few bugs to
system started four years ago, aimed work out, but they've been fixed
right away."
at totally revamping the phone sysContinued from page 1

GET YOUR
FUTURE OFF

Yakima branch campus
serves needs of valley
by HELEN FOLEY
Staff Writer

Another school year has kicked
off to a new start and so has
Central' s new extended degree
program on the Yakima Valley
Community College campus.
Over the past year, faculty and
administrators from Central Washington University, Heritage College, and YVCC have developed
an extensive associate and baccalaureate program in early childhood education. Each institution
is playing an important part in this
joint effort to better serve the needs
of the Yakima Valley .
The Early Childhood Education
Program provides courses of study
for persons wishing to teach children in preschools or K-3 grade
levels in the public schools.
Those students who complete
the program will be certified to
teach in the state of Washington in
early childhood education (P-3)
and elementary education (K-8).
Those courses dealing with early
childhood education provide necessary, practical classroom experience with children, plus curriculum and classroom management.
Students may enter the program
at any of the three levels, depending on the prerequisites completed
by the students.
· Students may enter a Lower
Division Study or Upper Division
Study. Those choosing Lowe.r.Pivision Study (Yakima ~ Valley
Community College) must take
the ASSET test and be eligible for
English 101 and Math 101, plus
have completed between 45 and

90 credits toward a transferrable
AA Degree.
Students choosing the Uppe;r
Division Study (CWU and Heritage College) must have completed a transferrable AA Degree
with a grade point average of at
least 2.80 for the last 45 graded
credits. The student is also required to take the Teacher Education Test and meet all requirements for admission to the Teacher
Education Program at CWU.
The state legislature has funded
the program for as many as 20
full-time students. Currently 12
full-time students and three parttime students are enrolled. Dean
of Extended Programs Carol
Barns doesn't see any problen;i in
seeing 20 students enrolled by the
end of the 89-90 academic year~
SaysBams, "We're working very
hard to recruit students." As long
as students graduating from twoyear schools continue to enter this
new program the chances of success for the program remain high,
said Barns in an interview.
Com:ses will be offered each
quarter by one of the institutions:
YVCC, Heritage Gollege, or
CWU. All classes will be held on
the YVCC campus 1
Registration for this program
will be held at the Yakima CWU
Center on the YVCC campus.
Students wanting mor~ infor- :=i . ...
mation may contact Virginia Dur~
gan, program director at the: Ya- : - :.· kima CWU Center at 575-258S~
'
or Randall Wallace in th~ education department at 963-128:1. -

WELSPRING
*Wisconsin
•Evangelical
•Lutheran
•synod

SUPPORT

THE GROUND
Imagine the thrill of flying a jet aircraft! Air Force

SUB 107 NOON
Thursdays
925-2882!!

~\.
~( WELS LUTHERdn

Vi campus m1n1sr11

Leadership Exrellence Starts Here
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CotninUnity ·briefs .- ----

·,'Enrichment
----------- .
programs offer -compiled
by Staff Writer
Victoria Lawrence
business sense,
volleyball sweat MS Fun Run scheduled
'

.•

~

'

•
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by VICTORIA LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

The fall activities at schools in ·
the Ellensburg community provide CWU students with the opportunity to join volleyball and
basketball leagues, recreational
activities and non-credit classes.
Mark Morrill, director of the
Community Schools program,
said the classes are aimed at
"personal enrichment."
"They come in; it's for their
own infonnation, their own purposes," Morrill explained.
Community Schools is a part
of the Ellensburg School District, and has been for 14 years.
The program is not directly related to the kindergarten through
12th-grade program. Because of
this, it receives only partial funding from the district.
Morrill described the program
· as a "public relations part of the
school district."
"It doesn't pay 100 percent of
its own way, and the district is
willing to put some money into
the program because they think
, it's good forthecommunity,"he
· said, explaining the need for registration fees for the extracurricular programs. "It opens up
the buildings that the people pay
taxes to have here, and the district feels that people should have
that opportunity."
CWU communications Professor Phil Backlund, who has said
there is a need in the community
for classes in how to run meetings more effectively, will be instructing two two-hour seminars
this fall: Running Effective Meetings, and Understanding Parliamentary Procedure. The fee for
each seminar is $10.
Morrill said other classes can
be started in the·same way.
Anyone with questions should
call Morrill at Morgan Middle
School, 925-0818. For those interested in the volleyball leagues,
registrations must be turned in
by Oct. 13. The basketball league
deadline is Oct. 31.

Learn the
library:

.

...

.. ':

'~

.~.

Library book sale

Jansen's Distributing and the Ellensburg Jaycees will sponsor a Muscular Dystrophy Fun Run on Friday, Oct. '13, at 7:30p.m. The registration fee is $10, with proceeds going to the Muscular Dystrophy Association.
The run will begin at the Ellensburg Cfty Council Chambers, First
Street and Pine Street, and continue for five kilometers, or just over three
miles.
Registration forms are available at many do~ntown locations. All
forms should be mailed, or brought in to The Yell ow Rose, 422.N. Pine.
Those who are interested are asked to register early.
Questions can be directed to The Yellow Rose, 925-3102.

The Ellensburg Public Library, located at Third Street and Ruby ·
Street, will hold a book sale Oct. 7 & 8, at the Hal Holmes Center, Second
Stre~t and Ru~y Street. A pre-sale will take place 9n.F riday, Oct. 6, from
7 - 9p.m., for which there is a $1 admission fee. The sale will run from
9a.m. - 5p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 7; and, from 1 - 3p.m. on Sunday, Oct
8. Most books will be priced at 50 cents or under. Paperbacks will be
three for a dollar, or 35 cents each. Anyone having questions may call
the library at 962-7250.

Library Hours:
IOa.m. - 8:30p.m., Monday-Friday
'1 p.m·; - ?p.in., Sat':1rday & Sunday

Sidewalk construction

Time to vote
Remember to register to vote in the Nov. 7 election. Registration
forms may be o15tained in the ASCWU office, SUB 106.

FLIGHT ATIENDANT
OPEN HOUSE

Anyone planning to use downtown sidewalks should be aware of
renovative work in two locations: Fifth St., between Pine and Pearl
streets; and on Pearl St., between Second and Third streets. ·

SCHOIARSHIPS
AVAii.ABLE

Come to our Open House and learn more about one of the
most challenging and exciting job opportunities at United
Airlines.
If you are age 19 or older and at least a high school graduate
between 5'2" to 6'0" in height-you are invited.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 10 &
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11

lnfonnation Sessions
(Followed By Interviews)
Will Begin Promptly At:
12 Noon, 2PM, 4PM & 6PM
RAMADA INN-AIRPORT

18118 Pacific Highw~y South
Seattle. Washington
If you are unable to attend the Open House, please write to
the following address and request an application: United Airlines,
Dept SEA-CN, Flight Attendant Employment, P.O. Box 66100,
Chicago, IL 60666. We are an equal opportunity employer.

uni
A

R
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963-2314
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We are now accepting student applications for

COMPUTER
PROGRAMMER/ANALYST
APPRENTICE POSITIONS
Auxiliary Services Computing is now accepting applications for
our Computer Programmer/Analyst Apprentice Program. We
presently need qualified students to assist our professional staff
with design, development, testing, implementation, and maintenance of information systems. These positions involve working
with staff in Computer Services and Auxiliary Services areas.
On-the-job training will increase the knowledge and experience
of the selected individuals. Employment opportunities between
academic quarters and during the summer are available for
those who successfully demonstrate acceptable programming
and consulting abilities.

P'

mdership EJcellence Starts Here

QUALIFICATIONS (Minimum)
1. Preference is given to students with actual work experience,
full or parttime, in computer programming, consulting, or
other data processing fields and to those who will be enrolled
during the 1990-91 academic year.
2. Apprentices must be currently enrolled as full-time CWU
students (12 or more credits) during the 1989-90 academic
·year and able to work a minimum of 15 hours per week,
including quarter breaks and some weekends during the
academic year, and 40 hours per week during the summer
break.
3. Students must be majoring in either Computer Science,
Information Systems, or a comput'er related study. They must
demonstrate proficiency in the use of DEC VAX equipment
and have experience with microcomputers.
Three different positions are open, each having additional
qualifications:
Computer Apprentice for Accounting and Auditing
The preferred applicant should have a background in
accounting, either through cou-rsework or previous
employment. This office makes extensive use of PCs for
spreadsheets and word processing.
Computer Apprentice for the Conference Center
This position is responsible for the VAX Conference Center.
System . Experience with data-base management tools is a
plus. Some PCs are in use for word processing and part of
the Conference Center system is PC based.

Tours given
weekdays
Library tours will be available this Monday - Thursday. The librarian will lead
a tour of the major reference areas beginning at 2
p .m . and lasting for approximately one hour.
Those interested should
meet in the first-floor
lobby. For more information, ·call 963-1021.

•.

Computer Apprentice for The University Store
This position is responsible for the VAX/PC/REGISTER
network that maintains the data for the Point-of-Sale
Systems. PC experience and a knowledge of retail sales
systems is beneficial.
Starting wage is $5.10 per hour. Compensation for summer
employment is at a higher rate (appropriate Civil Service
salary).

Auxiliary Services Computing

Applications are available only at the Auxiliary Services Office,
Barge Hall, Room 203, during regular office hours. Let us help
you put your talent to work and money in your pocket.
Application deadline is 5 p.m., October 9, 1989.
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by JODY WOOTEN
Staff Writer
'·;

~ :·~:

Mike Lowry, former five-teirri.
· Democratic Congressman,, talked .
to Kittitas County residents about
the threat of nuclear war and what
local citizens can do to stop it.
· His'speech, entitled "Where to in
the 1990s? ,' ~ focused on the diversion of important resources directly .
into the military, creating a false
sense of national security.
"In the anns race, we now believe
that the country with the most arsenal is the most powerful, and therefore has the most security,"' Lowry
said. This is deceiving, however,
he added, because every country
knows how many nuclear arms the
other countries have, and the only
security we have is when we know
the other country does not feel
threatened by us.
"The Soviet Union knows that we
have the power to totally destroy
their country 15-.20 minutes after

t'

Mike Lowry

we fire," Lowry said. "If there is
some sort of communication breakdown, and the Soviets are not sure
whether a threat to fire was an actual fire, what are they going to do?
They're going to push the button."
Thus, he said, the only true security
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4TH AND Pl~E ELLE.NSBU_RG, WASH. 98926

• TERM PROJECTS
MASTER'S THESES
.MAIL OUTS .EDITING

9t1l3~ 1 ·113JS7S
*Handicapped accessible*

KOBE
* Enter to win display basket today!*
Ostrander's Drug
carries your
complete line of ·
Neutrogena
skin care products.

Tuneusinat103.1 FM
and hear all your favorite songs ·
from the 60s, 70s and 80s.
Good luck in the coming school year.

LINDER CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE

* October 5 - 12 - Get 1O /c, off all *
Neutrogena Products
0

--..---~-----------------------------

·C
Neutrogenll

· Name_·~~~~~~~~~~~~-_:..

Dr. Maynard Linder

Address...,----"----------~------'.
_i.__.._~---

. ' ..

:~

* Submit coupon for drawing and receive one free bar * ·
925-9334

Dr. Myron Linder

. Largest Chiropractic center in
Kittitas County
Emergency care ·available
Chiropractic care for sport related injuries

_____:..~--

Phone ___~-----=-----...;_ __.____ _::__

Dr. Sandy Linder

, of Neutrogena soap, as·supplies last
102 E. 4th, Ellensburg

located next to campus
962-2570 ..
·1011 N. Alder, Ellensburg
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CPPC news

D.A.P.P.E.R. Diary

Just what is the D.A.P.P.E.R. Diary?
by Dani Morrison
Contributing Writer

What is the D.A.P.P.E.R. Diary?
Each week the D.A.P.P.E.R. Diary will make you, the reader, more
aware of drug- and alcohol-related
issues.
D.A.P.P.E.R. is an acronym for
Drug Abuse Prevention Program,
Education and Referral. It is a
two-year, federally-funded program. The D.A.P.P.E.R. office,
located in SUB 128, serves primarily as a resource center.
One issue that may be of interest
to students under 21 is the Minor In
Possession (MIP) state legislation
that passed in 1988. The law states:
* A minor is any person under
21.
* Any violator of the MIP law
will appear in court.
·
* If a minor is convicted of of

possession of alcohol and/or drugs:
- First offense: driving
privileges will be automatically
revoked for one year
- Second and subsequent
offenses: driver's lic.e nse will be
automatically revoked for two years
Other key points to the law:
* The MIP law is not the same as
the DWI law. A minor can be cited/
arrested on an MIP charge at any
time or place, whether · or not a
vehicle is involved. For example,
an arrest can be made in the home of
a minor's parents even if the illegal
substance is being consumed under
the parents ' supervision.
* Minors convicted on an MIP
charge will not be able to obtain an
occupational license.
* For each conviction on a related charge while a minor's license
is revoked, the revocation period

may be extended one year.
* MIP convictions will not appear on a minor's driving record
but the revocation will show for
roughly five years from the release
date.
* Insurance companies can access only the last three years of your
driving record and MIP convictions
are not made available to them.
Proof of insurance is not required
for license reinstatement.
* Once eligible for reinstatement, minors must take the written
and driving exams again and pay a
$20 fee.
* If a minor licensed in another
state is convicted of MIP or DWI
charges here, Washington's Department of Licensing_ will revoke their
driving privileges in this state and
send a copy of the revocation notice
to the minor's home state.

80,000 PEOPLE GAVE SOMRHING TO
THE IRS THIS YUR. AND THEY CAN'T WAIT
TILL NEXTYURTO GM AGAIN.
They volunteered their skills
to people who needed help doing their
taxes . And it made them feel great.
They weren't necessarily accountants. They were people, like you and
your club or group members , who have

PRE-SCREENINGS FOR ACCOUNTING JOBS, Oct. 5. Firms
represented include Ernst and Young Telecom; John Fluke Manufacturing; Peat, Marwick, Main and Co.; Peat, Marwick, Main (Anchorage); Touche Ross; Moss Adams; Arthur Andresen and Co.; Benson
and McLaughlin; Knight, Vale and Gregory; Ernst and Young; Kueckelhan, Crutcher and Co.; Boise Cascade; BDO Seidman; Shrader,
Alegria, Engleman · and DePew; Metcalf, Hodges and Co.; Larson
Gross Associates; and LeMaster arid Daniels. Stop by CPPC, Barge
105, for registration packet and pre-screen checklist.
PRE-SCREENINGS FOR BUSINESS JOBS, Oct. 5. Majors include engineering, industrial supervision, finance, computer science,
business, marketing, industrial distribution and others. Firms represented include The Boeing Company; Westinghouse Hanford Co.;
Arthur Andersen and Co.; Boise Cascade; Central Intelligence Agency;
TTI, Inc.; and Shopko. Stop by CPPC, Barge 105, for registration
packet and pre-screen checklist.
MILITARY RECRUITING, Oct. 5. U.S. Marine Corps representatives will interview students all day at the SUB Information booth.
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS, Oct. 18 and 19. Firms include The Boeing
Company (Oct. 18, group meeting for all interested); U.S. Defense
Contract Audit Agency (Oct. 19, for accounting majors); Westinghouse Hanford Co. (Oct. 19, for accounting and computer-related
majors). Sign ups will be posted exactly one week before each company's
campus visit.

Give the NOID
a new twist

a basic aptitude for math and a desire
to help others.
You know, you can help people with
what taxes them . And feel great, too.
To find out about the free IRS train- ·
ing program, call 1-800-424-1040 now.

Volunteer now. And you'll make someone's taxes less taxing later.

Office Hours By Appointment

Phone: (509) 9_25-1000

WILLIAM R. MEYER, 0.D., P.S.
Doctor of Optometry

511 N. Pine Street
Ellensburg, WA 98926

VISUAL EXAMINATIONS
CONTACT LENSES

Call l)S!
The

MANE ArTRACTION
HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN AND WOMEN

925-6941
Corner of 8th and Anderson

*Welcome Back CWU Students
Come in for the latest in creative hairstyling!
Open Monday - Saturday and evenings
· Student Discounts Monday and Tuesday
Featuring products by
- L'anza
423 N. Pearl
(Behind Jaguars Clothing)
- Goldwell
925-3159
- Sebastian

•• •
DOMINO'S

PIZZA

Purchase any Pan Pizzo or Lorge Original
Style Pizza and get a NOID® Bendable
Suction Toy for only 99¢ (plus tax).
This fun, completly flexible NOID attaches to any smooth surface.

•

You better hurry. This is a ~imited time
offer. So call Domino's Pizza today.
Hours:
11 o.m. - 1 a.m. Sunday - Thursday
11 a.m. - 2 a.m. Friday, Saturday
Open for lunch!
NOID® and the NOID character o re registerd trademarks of Domino's Pizza. Inc.
NOID® design in Cloymation® by Will Vinton Productions. Inc.

©1989 Domino's Pizza, Inc .
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Open-door policy creates problems on Evergreen State College campus
OLYMPIA - At 1 a.m., the
Evergreen State College security
officer Robert Anderson walked
through the unlocked Lecture Hall
Building into its lower levels.
"Let me show you a couple of
areas where a girl could be dragged
and _she could scream until she
couldn't scream any more and
nobody would ever hear her," said
Anderson, a nine-year campus security officer.
A tour of the fog-shrouded campus turned up two students sleeping
in . unlocked campus buildings. A
major administrative office was
open. Inside were unlocked file
cabinets containing sensitive personnel records and several pieces of
computer equipment
Security officers have complained
· about the potential dangers to people
and property of keeping most major
campus buildings unlocked 24 hours
a day.
In response to a story on that
subject in July, Gail Martin, vice
president for student affairs and Ken
Winkley, vice_president for finance
and administration, wrote an article
for The Olympian.
Informed of the follow-up, a 75minute tour of the campus between
midnight and 1: 15 a.m., Martin said
the college continues to study the
issue.
The early-morning tour of the
campus revealed:
- The offices of Kathleen Garcia, special assistant to President
Joseph Olander, and Margarita

Mendoza de Sugiyama, the
college's affirmative action officer,
were unlocked. Their office is adjacent to Olander's.
Six pieces of computer equipment
were in the office. Five file cabinets
were lo.cated in the office, four of
which were unlocked. Inside, hundreds of files on hirings, discrimination complaints, personnel matters, disability files and others were
located.
"Not only that, you could easily
remove a ceiling tile . and be in
Olander's office," said Sgt. Larry
Savage of the security office. He

said on the following night, Provost any time," Savage said.
"I'm surprised that's all that was
Patrick Hill's office was found open.
A female student Savage said was found open, given the amount of
The article by Martin and Win- being harassed by a male with a insecure conditions we have here,"
kley said, "inside, entire wings are history of criminal trouble spent the he said.
locked and where hallways are open, night in the Westwater Inn because
Said Martin: "We're very conadministrative offices are locked." the college couldn't guarantee her cerned about everybody's safety:
- One student was found sleep- safety in her unlocked dormitory.
That's not a frivolous issue. It's
ing on a couch in a lounge in the
Savage said only one thing sur- also not a frivolous issue how much
Science Building. He told Ander- prised him about the tour.
access we give up."
son he missed his bus.
- Doors adjacent to loading ramps
in the Library Building and the ························~············
Science Building were unlocked.
- All 18 dormitory buildings are •
Frazzini's Pizza Place:
left open 24 hours a day. "You can
welcomes back
:
get on any floor of any building at

•••

•
•

CWU students!
Hope you had a
wonderful summer!
Good luck this fall!

Who does your hair? It makes a difference.

Fra~zini 's

304 North Pearl

925-EDGE
Sebastian! Redken! ONLY THE BEST for your hair!

:

has

*All you can eat spaghetti,
garlic bread and salad bar
Tuesday 5~7 p.m. $4.99
* Best pizza in Ellensburg
* Fast free delivery
*We except any local Domino's
or Pizza Hut coupons
* Great new Pan Pizza·

925-9855
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

~

Valley Mall
Welcomes yo.uto Central Washington!
Valley
Mall

Yakima

e

We have more than 40 shops and restaurants to serve
you. We're·conveniently located in Union.Gap; just
half an .h our away.
Also close by: first run movies, skating, bowling an~
miniature golf.
So, put the books down and join us for a day offun!

Mall Hours:
Monday - Friday 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Saturday.1 0 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sunday 12 p.m. - 5 p.m .
.,...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Opinions

Be a friend and steal their keys
\

by MIKE BUSH
Editor-in-Chief

As a tuition-paying member of
this university for the past four
years, I've noticed that most of the
major problems endured by students
are not caused by over-demanding
professors, irritating roommates or
homework-eating pets. The vast
majority of serious trouble for students is found in a bottle and must
be bought with proper identification.
Over the years I've seen my
friends' educations, relationships
and lives destroyed or stunted by alcohol. I feel -a bit hypocritical

If You Go to
a Party and
Drink:

@

Not in Your Car ~

writing this, because I enjoy my
beverages as much or more than
anyone, but I have some advice for
those of you who are, like myself,
going to drink.
Stay in control, keep your friends
under control, and above all, don't
drive. You m~y think you're fine to
drive - many times I've thought
the same. Only the next morning,
you don't remember how you got
home, or worse, you don't remember how you ended up in jail.
If you 're caught, the monetary
penalty for a DWI is unbelievable,
but the social penalty is even more
taxing. Your parents think they've
failed, your friends think you've

failed and your future employer _
considers you a criminal.
Most importantly, every year
thousands of people die in alcoholrelated auto accidents. Don't say "It
won't happen to me!" because
that's exactly what those thousands
used to think and you may be next
in line. Ii could also be your best
friend's tum - the one who insisted on driving and you didn't
take his keys because it "wouldn't
be cool."
Tell me, what's ''cool" - having
your buddy mad at you for a few
hours or walking past his open
casket with tears welling up in your
eyes?

Preregistration: Nightmare or dream system?
by TAMI SCHRANK
Managing Editor

Mitchell Hall. Registration
time. Lines as long as
dining-hall lines. Long lists
of closed classes. A
student's worst nightmare.
Because of preregistration,
many students did not have
. to deal with registration
hassles a mere two days
before classes started. I
favor this system because it
cuts down on the worry and
anxiety that goes along with
everyone registering at the
same tim-e.
I also favor this system for
personal reasons. I like to
plan ahead and preregister-

ing allowed me to know in
May what my schedule was.
The only things I had to
worry about were "Can I
handle the load?" and "Can
I afford to go back?"
Preregistration, however,
is a learned system. To gain
full advantage students
must know how to manipulate it for their own well
being. To facilitate obtaining a full schedule of classes
which count toward graduation, a student should have
a four- (or five-) year plan,
know what classes they are
required to take and what
classes they would like to
take and then be flexible. If
you are taking pre-calculus
as a junior, so what?

As far as I am concerned,
it doesn't matter when you
take the classes, just as
long as you take them.
Delaying basic and breadth
classes often makes your
schedule more exciting
because you can usually in. tegrate one or two requirements every quarter while
taking classes you are
interested in .
I have heard many students complain about the
system Central uses.
Maybe these people need
to wake up and realize
wliat a blessing preregistration is. If you attend Western Washington University
for example, everyone
registers two days before

class, except freshman are
allowed to register early fall
quarter only.
Perhaps I am so ih favor
of the system because I have
always benefited from it.
But I have also had a fouryear plan, changed majors
only twice and been flex ible.
I would also like to praise

the idea of freshmen registering first. Students have _
enough to worry ;ibout their
freshman year without being
last in line to register.
To sum it up, the preregistration system is high
., .,
quality and the students of
CWU should be grateful for
the oppurtunity to register
early.
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Embryo 'children' .

The consequence of modern science
by MARK R. WAVRA
Forum Editor

Just when the the endless debate centered around abortion and reproductive rights and laws subsided at a stalemate, a Tennessee court ruling has
dug a foothold for future pro-life crusaders. The ruling says life begins at
conception, therefore embryos are considered human beings.
On Sept. 22, in Marysville, Tenn., as part of a possession suit, Judge W.
Dale Y om~g awarded seven frozen embryos to Mary Davis on the basis
that they were "human beings existing as embryos" and that the mother
would best care for the future children.
Young gathered most of his information and phraseology from the
national abortion debate but did not admit a correlation between the two
'·
cases.
In this particular case, Junior and Mrs. Davis had a history of unsuccessful attempts at producing children. Last November, they decided to attempt the in vitro impregnating process (medically fusing egg and sperm
to form an embryo).
.
Doctors produced nine embryos with the Davis' sperm and egg combinations and placed them in cold storage. Two of the embryos were implanted in Mrs. Davis but did not result in children due to her infertility.
In February, Mr. Davis applied for a divorce and consequentially ex-

pressed that he did not want Mrs. Davis or anyone else to bear a child
using any of the embryos in question. A court case ensued in which Mrs.
Davis demanded the right to be implanted with the embryos.
In short, Young said he treated the case as a custody battle and feels he
acted in the best interests of the embryos and their rights to grow into
children.
The decision, which Young said was his most difficult ever, raises not
only questions about fertility rights, but it also adds new avenues in the
pro-choice/pro-life debate.
Many questions arise from this decision:
Are frozen embryos living beings even if they have not been accommodated by a womb?
Is it legal to terminate human beings before implantation?
At what point does the man give up rights to his sperm?
Are Mr. Davis' fertility rights ·being violated by using his sperm
against his will, or is does his previous consent override?
Are reproductive fluids and potential children public property and
at the mercy of the judicial system?
Since the embryos are considered living beings, if Mrs. Davis fails
to conceive with them, can she be convicted of involuntary manslaughter?
What will happen to the remaining embryo(s) if she is able to
sustain a legitimate pregnancy?

'*'

,1 .

.. "'
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Schedule of Events
Tuesday, October 10..
• Residence Hall Banner Contest - at 3:00 p.m., sponsored
by- Residence Hall Council and ASCWU.

Wednesday, October 11
• Turtle Races - at 8:00 p.m. Location to be announced,
sponsored by University Recreation.
• Papa Johns - at 8:00 p.m. in the SUB "Pit", back again by
popular demand, the talented "Mr. B!", sponsored by Student
Activities.

Friday, October 13
• Destination: Comedy! - Last year's Comedy Night played to sell-out
Homecoming crowds. Explore cosmic comedy at its best - journey with
us to a night with the Northwest's best comedians. McConnell
Auditorium, 8:00 p.m., $2.00 at the door, sponsored by Student
Activities.

Saturday, October 14
• Fun Run - an all-new Sk route for this year's active
participants, begins at 11:30 a.m. Prizes for costumes!
Plus, those in costume can join the Serpentine as they
cross the finis~ line! Sign up by calling University
Recreation - 963-3512 or stop by SUB 212, sponsored
by University Recreation.
• Serpentine - a fresh new concept and variation
on the Homecoming Parade theme - watch this lively
procession festively weave itself through ca·m pus. Creative ·
costumes, zany "human centipedes", flowers, floats, vintage
cars, music and much more. Celebrate with us! Starts at
12 noon, ends on upper campus and is followed by the football
game. This event sponsored by Student Activities.
• Homecoming Football Game - Take that parade spirit on
to the CWU game where the Wildcats will go up against the
Eastern Oregon State College Mounties. $4.00 general
admission, $1.00 student, 2:00 p.m., Tomlinson Field,
sponsored by CWU Athletic Department.
• Special Half-T~me Show - featuring music and awards for
Homecoming Serpentine winners, sponsored by Alumni Affairs and the
CWU Music Department.
• Alumni Social - a chance to meet and greet fellow alums,
join us for a relaxing social in the South Cafeteria beginning
at 5:30 p.m., sponsored by CWU Alumni Affairs.
• Alumni Banquet - at 6:30 p.m. in the SUB Fountain Room;
an event you won't want to miss! This event sponsored
by Alumni Affairs.
• Mystic Pizza" - one of this year's outstanding Classic
Film Series offerings; a heart warming film celebrating
youth, love and friendship. This delightful romantic comedy
begins at 7:00 p.m. in McConnell Auditorium, sponsored by
Student Activities and the English Department.
• Homecoming Dance - enjoy the popular nightclub atmosphere of
"Club Coca-Cola" - featuring the best in music and music videos!
A night you won't want to miss and will long remember! Starts
at 9:00 p.m., $3.00 admission, SUB Ballroom. The dance is sponsored by ASCWU and RHC. BACCHUS will be serving non-alcoholic
drinks on the mezzanine.

-
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Scene
Christian rock group awes Pavilion crowd

Petra spreads 'The Word'

loudly

By JIM CARLSON
staff writer

The Christian rock group, Petra,
performed for an enthusiastic crowd
of an estimated 2,000 people in
Nicholson Pavilion Thursday, September 28.
The concert, coordinated by a
local church, the Christian Missionary Alliance, was part of Petra's
tour in support of their album, "On
Fire!", one of Christian music's most
successful releases in recent years.
The two singles released from this
album, "First Love" and . "Mine
Field," have both reached No. 1 on
three of four airplay charts in Musicline, a Christian music magazine.
People of all ages attended the
concert. There were many families
and youth groups at the concert and
everyone seemed to be having a
good time.
The group's performance in the
pavilion was energetic, professional
and, above all, loud. Petra showed
they could rock as hard as any secu-

"Isn't it great to let
loose and praise Jesus
Christ?"
- Petra lead singer
John Schlitt
lar rock band; each song seemed to
erupt from the stage.
Lead singer John Schlitt belted
out their tunes, often sounding like
Journey's Steye Perry or Jefferson
Starship's Bob Hartman. Schlitt
really got the crowd going with
exclamations like,"Isn't it great to
let loose and praise Jesus Christ?"

Christian rock group Petra played to a large crowd at Nicholson Pavilion Thursday. The crowd consisted mainly of area youth groups.
(Photo by: Karin Olsen)
Drummer Louie Weaver pushed his portable MIDI keyboard and
the band right along, his double- had the most dynamic solos. Durbass drum set significantly adding . ing the second set, he briefly came
to the rumble. Bassist Ro.nnie Cates out and performed a solo set, awing .
(dressed like U2 guitarist "The the audience with the rich sounds of
Edge") also played aggressively, his synthesizers.
sometimes strumming all four
The stage on which Petra perstrings of his bass guitar at once. formed was, in itself, impressive. It
Bob Hartman, lead guitarist, had a was divided into three levels, one of
driving, "hard edged" sound, but which was an immense, crosshis solos were so drowned in effects shaped sword platform cutting
that his ideas lost their definition.
through the stage. Behind the stage
The most innovative member of was a backdrop with an explosion
the group was keyboardist, Johnny painted on it and two giant racks of
Lawry. He performed mostly from lights adding to the spectacle, some-

times flooding the stage with "ce- · about victims of sexually transmitlestial light."
ted diseases such as gonorrhea,
Appe,aring with Petra was' guest
syphilis, herpes and A. I. D. S. He
speaker/ evangelist, Josh Mc Dowalso cited many statistics and scienell, who tours regularly with the
tific facts about these diseases.
band.
Mc Dowell delivers his message
After Petra's half-hour opening
to about 150 cities in the nation a
set, Mc Dowell gave an hour-long
year, touring with Petra and doing
impassioned sermon in which he
his own lecture tours.
spoke out against premarital sex
Petra and Josh Mc Dowell will
and described the effects of sexu- · travel together to a total of 75 cities
ally transmitted diseases.
on this tour, spreading their ChrisMc Dowell shared numerous
tian message in a unique and fresh
personal experiences, many of
way.
which were vivid horror stories

.Scream squad tickets guarantee seating
by TRICIA REIMEN
Staff Writer

ScreamSquadmemberMattBradenandPresidentTomDillon. Thisnewclub is selling
season tickets to all ssports events. (Photo by: Dale Miller)

Three mysterious men known only
as Larry, Darryl, and Darryl, all showed
up at the new Central Scream Squad
meeting, and even ran for office. Their
identity was never revealed during the
meeting, but they provided "most
excellent" entertainment for all who
were there.
That is what you can expect from
going to a meeting hosted by the Central Scream Squad. Their main purpose
is to have fun, promote school spirit and
socialize. The meetings run Wednesday nights, 8:00 p.m . ., in the Yakima
Room of the SUB.
Tom Dillon, President, introduced
several fund raisers to the memqers,
and one of the biggest for this year is the
Season Tickets you may have seen
being sold at the dining halls or in the
SUB. These tickets apply to all home
football, volleyball, and basketball
games and guarantee seating. Last
year's Western vs. Central basketball
game was sold out and there was
standing-room-only by the time the

game started. For the season ticket holders, seating will be sectioned off, and
you can wave to those hanging from the
rafters trying to get a look at the game.
According to Dillon, the idea for the
tickets is an old one that wasn't successful years ago when it was introduced.
This year, that is not the case, as already
over two hundred books have been sold,
and sales will continue until October 13.
Other fun- raising events for the Scream
Squad include a dance and lip sync. The
dance happens October 31, and is a Halloween Costume Movie and Dance sponsored by the Scream Squad and Marketing Club. The event takes place at the
Grand Central Cinema. The Scream Sync
is in November, sponsored by Frazzini's
and Grand Central Cinemas. The United
Music Associtation is providing the stereo sound system for the event. If you
have a group for the lip sync, contact
Tom Dillon.
The Scream Squad could be on the
road a lot, as funds made from these
events will go toward possible trips to
Cancun for Christmas, Sun, Valley for
Presidents' Weekend, and Palm Springs
for Spring Break.
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Trombonist learns ·'art of

schm~oze'

by DEB FARLEY

your personality and third, your
willingness to cut your hair ~hort," ,
he said.
Besides entertaining the thousands of summer guests hosted by
the Magic Kingdom, he and his
fellow band members also received
special classroom instruction to help
them prepare for future careers in
the field of entertainment. Each day
began with educational clinics
conducted by top professionals from
various disciplines in the entertainment industry, ranging from performance workshops for each type
of instrument, to writing music for
motion picture and television, to a
seminar on the "business" side of
the music business.
"All of the clinicians, like Chuck

Staff Writer

Playing
trombone
in
Disney land's Magic Kingdom with
20 other musicians dressed like Ev el
Knievel was not an ordinary summer job, said Central student Don
Immel.
Immel, a 20-year-old senior majoring in music education, spent the
summer performing with the 1989
Disneyland All-American College
Band-an innovative music education program known as the Disney
Entertainment Work Experience
Program.
"I was familiar with the band
because I used to go to Disney land
once or twice a year," said Immel, a
native of San Diego. "It looked like
a lot of fun."
Immel competed with more than
1,200 otJ:ier collegians in auditions
conducted at a dozen locations
throughout the nation during Jahuary and February. The band, comprised of 20 musicians and two
dancers, represents some of the
countiy's top collegiate performing talent.
"Every comer of Disneyland is
the stage," he said, "when you are a
member, you need to remember you

Findley, were huge name performers," Immel said. "Findley would
come in and talk to us and give us
ideas about how to get into the music
business."
Findley has played trumpet with
many Top-40 performers such as
Madonna, and he is one of the most
sought-after musicians in the business.
Immel said getting into the business means learning the "art of
schmooze," a strategy for "getting
in with the right people."
"People think music is just play- /
ing, but it's a business," he said.
Other 1989 clinicians included
renowned jazz trumpet player
Bobby Shew, longtime "Tonight
Show"band member Pete Christlieb

Don Immel

r--------------~----,

BE A PLASMA DONOR

1

*OPEN 6:45a.m.--5:30p.m.
*Certified and qualified staff
*Coed--Camp Fire
*Drop-ins Welcome
*After school Kids bus route
*Serve Snacks and Lunches

EARN UP TO $106 A MONTH
New donors and old donors earn $24 for 2 visits.
That's a $5 bonus. It's a two-way street. You
help us meet the plasma needs of the
sick and injured and we'll help
you earn extra income.

are in a different world."
Immel had moved to Auburn and
was a junior at Auburn High School
when he first tried to join the
Disneyland band. He said there were
three categories for the auditions:
college students, groups and professionals. Since he did not fit the
categories, he waited until he was a
sophomore in college to audition.
He was chosen as an alternate, and
was hired as a regular after auditioning again in February.
"The most important things to
re:member during the audition are
first, your music quality, second,

at Disneyland

Alpha
THERAPEUTIC CORPORATION
BRING AD FOR
NEW DONOR
BONUS!

925-KARE

26 S. 2nd St., Yakima, 457-7878
Hours: 7 a.m. - 3 p.m. Tuesday - Saturday

Mountain View
, ___________________ ,, 103 W.
across from Super 1

\.

*An old donor is one who has not donated for 90 days.

Come down and try our own Microbrewery Ale
~1'- BUCKAROO BREW
io.~
Sixth annual Turtle Races
~1
\)Q
October 77,1989 at 8:30 p.m.

I

Look what you get! A 100% beef hamburger that looks,
cooks ond tastes homemade A small order of crisp,
golden fries . Your favorite soft drink . And to
top 1t off, a cool and creamy 5 oz.
•
DAIRY QUEEN. Soft Serve Sundae
I
Head for your participating
•
DAIRY QUEEN' BRAZIER' store for the
I
. '
Homestyle Burger Full Meal Deal'"
•
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Dairy Queen· 1s proud ro support our local children's hospitals through
lhe Osmond Foundohon s Children's Mrrocle Network Telethon
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Underground sound

Posies no failure
By LESLIE COHAN
~ Staff Writer

The Posies' first album
"Failure" on Popllama records, is certainly no failure
for this wacky Seattle band.
The album, conceived with
only songs in their heads and
a $50 initial investment, was
recorded in the basement of
singer/songwriter/guitarist Jon
Auer's home and has sold
more than 8,000 copies.
In April, Auer and fellow
singer/songwriter/guitarist
Ken Stringfellow met up with
drummer Mike Musberger
and bassist Rick Roberts.
With a complete band intact,
they set out to perform live.
The band has found popularity and success by playing
live shows and winning 13
Northwest Area Music Association awards. More than a
half dozen major labels are
looking at them as you read
this. But forget the rumors
that they signed for a multimoola advance; they haven't
signed with SBK records or
any other label.
In the process of looking for
a label, the band has had to
deal with many comparisons
to other bands. Stringfellow

RESERVE

explained, "The main comparison that we deal with is the
same as every other new band.
Every band that comes out
sounds like R.E.M. to most
reviewers."
Watching the band perform,
it's clear who influences them.
You can hear sounds reminiscent of The Who; Led Zeppelin, XTC, Screaming Trees,
and Costello (That's Lou ,not
Elvis, Ken said).
Speaking of live performance, The Posies, draped in
KCAT T-shirts, took to the
stage Saturday, Sept. 23 at
Noggins in Seattle for two sets
of pure energy. The groovysmooth harmonies, great guitar
licks, right-on drum rhythms
and funky bass lines keep this
band energized and truly fun
to watch. The band's interaction with the audience makes
you feel like you are at a party,
rather than a nightclub.
The first set consisted
mostly of material from "Failure." Songs such as "I May
Hate You Sometimes," "Blind
Eyes Open" and "The Longest
Line" prompted everyone to
sing along. The set ended with
an incredible cover of Devo 's
' "Uncontrollable Urge" with
riffs of The Nazz's "Open
Your Eyes" and Camper Van

Beethoven's "Take The Skinheads Bowling" thrown in.
The second set was mainly a
showcase of new material. The
band's more recent songs have
a much harder, more psychedelic edge. Now don't get me
wrong, the Posies are not
another Soundgarden or
Mudhoney; I don't think they
intend to take on that grungy
Seattle Sub Pop sound. Those
who want a consistently harder
edge can listen to Posies'
spinoff band Sky Cries Mary.
The night finished with a
pow wow of covers of the
Who's "Pictures of Lily," L~d
Zepplin' s "Communication
Breakdown,'' Cheap Trick's
"Surrender"and finally a psychedelic rockin' version of
Aerosmith's "Sweet Emotion."
At any rate, The Posies put
on one heck of a live show.
Microphones fly, and so does
Ken, so be sure to check them
out. They are playing with The
Godfathers Oct. 22 at the
Moore Theater in Seattle. Until
then, they will be doing their
favorite things ... STUFF.
-Concert connectionScreaming Trees,
S~ ,ndgardel1, and Tad, Saturday, Oct. 7 at the Moore
Theatre in Seattle.

OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
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What the stars
wear at home
(Taken from "Cosmopolitan,"
April 1989)
RAQUEL WELCH: "Nothingor as little as possible. Shoes are my
thing, be they sneakers, ballet ·slippers, or high heels. Bareness feels
terrific, because it lets my body
breathe and gives me freedom of
movement. It's healthy-and whenever you have to face yourself naked,
you know where you're really at."
ELIZABETH TAYLOR: "For
lounging at home, I love to wear
faded jeans, T-shirts, little spikeheeled boots, and of course, Passion."
CARRIE.FISHER: "Nancy Cook
Smith designer dresses and orthopedic shoes."
BROOKE SHIELDS: "Ifit' s cool,
I wear boy's sweatpants from the
Princeton University volleyball
team, a P.U. sweatshirt, heavy cotton socks and leather Keds. When
it's warm, I wear men's boxer shorts
and a men's cotton tank top and go
barefoot. I pull my hair back in a
barrette."
PATTI LABELLE: "When I'm
back home in Philadelphia, you can
forget all the beads and show business drag-I'll be wearing either
my favorite old football jersey and
tights or a jumpsuit made out of
sweatshirt material. And forget
those five-inch heels; I'm into big,
soft fuzzy slippers!"
CO~NIE GHUNG: "A ratty bathrobe that some time ago was decent

looking. I'm really hard on my robes
and kind to my clothes. My clothes
are iqimaculate and last for years on ·
end because I take them off as soon
as I get home, put them in the closet
with plastic over their shoulders,
and grab one of these scuzzy bathrobes, which I wear with a pair of
really dumb-looking moccasins
from L.L. Bean."
JOAN COLLINS: "I never know
in advance what I'm going to wear. for going out.or staying at homeuntil I walk into my closet. For
around the house, I might emerge in
a satin'"and-lace peignoir or silk
lounging pajamas from my Joan
Collins Lingerie Collection, or it
could be a jogging suit-or even a
gypsy outfit! I'm a Gemini, which
- means I'm very much a creature of
mood."
DEBBIE REYNOLDS: ''I wear
all sorts ofdesigner silk robes around
the house, some for entertaining,
some for sleeping in, some for doing
chores. My current favorite is a
black Christian Dior robe with yellow orchids, but I have about fifty
altogether. With them, I always wear
my husbands gym socks. I like to be
glamorous but comfortable."
MELANIE GRIFFITH: "In real
life, I wear jeans, sweatshirts and
tennis shoes-or nothing, but you
can't walk around naked in front of
your kid a lot. In my fantasy, though,
I'd probably wear an incredible
negligee, like the kind Sophia Loren
would wear." -

We have what you .
need to pass the liardest
college test of all.
The test has only one question:
· How in the dickens are you
going to pay for it?
College
is expensive. And for many the best answer to that
question
is a Guaranteed Student Loan from Washington
Mutual .
Savings Bank: Up to $2,625 a year for freshmen
and.sophomores, $4,000 for juniors and seniors, and $7,500 for
graduate students.
to get through college
So let us help. If you are trying
uncle, the next best thing
or graduate school without a rich
can be the friend of the family.
Get an application from your school's financial aid office. Or call
us at (206) 461-3842. Collect, if it's a toll call.
If you don't come in and pick some up, the money is just going to
keep piling up around here.

THE MORE YOU USE YOUR BEAD,
TBE MORE MONEY
YOU CAN GET FOR COLLEGE.
Emoll in Army ROTC as a college elective and
serve part-time in the Army Reserve or National Guard, and you can get as much as $4000 a
year for college. That includes your Guard or
Reserve pay, the GI Bill and up to a $1000 grant
each school year from ROTC.
Add it all up and you'll graduate with a
college degree plus an Army Officer's commission. And all you have to do is use your head
Find out more. Contact John Stratton at
963-3518.

I

m

ARMY ROTC

SMARTEST COllEGE
COURSE YOU CD TAKE.

QUP Washington Mutual

The friend of the family QI
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May's Vote'
tells story
of suffragette
By Daina Murray
Scene Editor
The play "May's Vote," which tells
the story of Washington state suffragette May Arkwright Hutton's efforts
to earn women the right to vote, will
show tomorrow night at Ellensburg High
School's Little Theater.
According to Donna Nylander, a
coordinator of the event, "It's taken a
very basic issue and made it a very
palatable history lesson."
Nylander said the play deals with
two methods of persuading men to give
women voting rights. Hutton, an outspoken saloon worker from Spokane
whose miner husband struck it rich,
tried to buy their approval with liquor
and women. Another suffragette from
Thorp Emma Smith DeVoe,has different ideas; she thought the only way to
convince men was to reason with them.
"It should be seen by every woman of
every age," she said.
Sponsored by the League of Women
Voters and the state of Washington for
the ·1989 Centennial Celebration,
"May's Vote" was well-researched for
historical accuracy, Nylander said.
She said the play is only about an
hour long, which still leaves time for
students to do other activities Friday
night.
Professional actors and actresses from
Solstice Performance Arts will perform.
Showtime is 8 p.m. at the Ellensburg
High School Little Theater, 1300 E.
Third: Purchase tickets at Jerrol's,
Shapiro's and the Ellensburg Public
Library. Admission is $3.50.
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Gookin 'taps out rhythms' with youth band
By JIM CARLSON
Staff Writer

CWUs band director, Larry
Gookin, spent a week of his summer as a guest conductor for the
international youth band at the International Music Camp held at the
Peace Gardens Park in Dunseith,
North Dakota.
The international band members,
age 16-20, represented 21 countries
around the world, including Can-

ada, Switzerland, Mexico and Germany. Two Washington participants
attended the camp--an oboist from
Ellensburg and a violinist from
Auburn.
When working with students who
did not understand English, Gookin
used Swiss band members as trans·lators. He also found that the Mexican and Swiss percussionists could
not read American music notation,
because they were taught without it
in their countries.

"We relied a lot on tapping out
rhythms," he said.
Gookin said being a guest conductor at the camp was a great way
to spend his summer.
"The international band was the
most advanced band of the 1989
season. I had some extremely talented kids; I felt honored to be part
of it."
After a week of rehearsals,
Gookin' s band performed "Onward" by Ernst Luthold, "Salvation

Is Created" by Tschesaokoff,
"March" from "An Original Suite"
by Gordon Jacob and "God of our
Fathers" by Claude Smith. The international band also performed
"The Swiss National Anthem" with
Swiss guest conductor Alois Brandendberg.
_
Also representing Central' s music faculty at the camp, was Dr.
Andrew Spencer, who taught percussion.

CWU
Wildcat
Specially Designed Russell
Jerzee S'W'eat Shirt and
S'W'eat Pant!! Both 24.95
(or 13.95 per peice).

-

SPECIALISTS IN CUSTOM SILK SCREENING AND DESIGN. T-SHIRTS·,
SWEATS, JACKETS, HATS.

SDlll'l'ltro1lKS • GAIUIEN'I' Gl~lPllU~S
100 WEST

gTH

925-3469

s10 Off Ultimate Perms with Selected Styles .

Fly
with

Valley Aviation
Private • Comm~rcial • Instrument
Instructor Certificate
- Single or multi-engine licenses
-Ask about FAA Part 61 and
Part 141
- Watch for our office to open at
Bowers Field soon

For career counseling, call 925-5201

Temple Shalom
1517 Browne Ave., Yakima
Call in evening locally 925-5084

* VOM KIPPUR SERVICES*
•Oct. 8 evening
•Oct. 9 morning and late afternoon

Students Welcome

-

(partial perm not included)

20% Off all Products w/Chemical Service

9252320
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Contemporary shell art reflects age-old Japanese game
by DEB FARLEY
Staff Writer

Clam shells are the canvas for a contemporary art form that is a revival of an elegant
shell-matching game played by Japanese aristocrats more than 800 years ago.
Yoshi tada Tanaka, a Japanese artist whose
shell paintings are inspired by the ancient
game, displayed his · work on campus last
week.
Fitting the mates of a shell together in his
hands, Tanaka told the story of the ancient
game to CWU students and faculty.
"See where the shells meet?" Tanaka asked
through CWU interpreter Makiko Doi. "Even
if there are 10,000 shells, only one will match
the other just like a fingerprint."
Kaiawasi, the original game, used plain
shells without paintings and was similar to
the modern card-matching game, Concentration.
"About 1,000 years ago, the shell-:-matching game was popular among the aristocracies of that time," he said.
Dressed in the colorful attire of the Heian
period, Japan's elite gathered to match pairs
of shells. Tanaka said the game, most popular around the New Year, needed a large area
for play. Some 350 pair of shells were placed
in a pile while ten men and women attem ted

to find the correct partnerships.
Some 500 years later, he said, the game
was mostly a sport for women who collected
the sets as part of their trousseau.
"The single match of the shells represent
the permanence of the marriage," said Tanaka.
"There is only one match _ she can never
marry again, even if her husband dies."
The artist said he tried many different
procedures before finding the right formula
for his work. When he first started, 10 years
ago, he had a hard time finding the shells he
needed ..
"I look for shells with smooth surfaces; in
one trip I might find three or four," Tanaka
said. "But now I have become a good customer at the fish markets and people save
them for me."
Tanaka soaks each shell in water for six
months, changing the water daily. Each shell
is then left in the open air for one to two years.
"I do this to get rid of the salt, or it will turn
the gold paint to a lead color," said Tanaka.
Tanaka completes about 50 works a year. ·
)-le said it is difficult to measure the time
involved in each piece because he works
many hours a day. Many of the shells feature
court ladies whose faces measure two-tothree millimeters. Tanaka said he has to be
very careful when he paints the faces and that
sometimes he gets a stomachache while hold-

ancient tale of Japan. The mates must be
ing his breath to steady his hand.
"I think that the life of women is face," said displayed together to complete the story.
When asked what monetary value was
Tanaka while asking the audience to pay
special attention to the detail in the face. "So, - placed on his work, the artist said "I don't like
I have to paint beautifully, or otherwise I to talk much about money-I want to create
a work of art that is everlasting."
can't sell."
He did reveal later that each set sells for at
Tanaka said he reads five or six books
before painting the dual scenes. Each com- least $1,000. Tanaka also said all of his work
panion painting represents a portrayal of an sells.

Daina's
Dirt
Top 10 things
freshman girls
do
1) Wander aimlessly through Beck
Hall looking for open doors they
can saunter slowly past in hopes
of being asked inside.

2) Apply a fresh coat of perfume
and lipstick to ride the exercise
bikes at Nicholson Pavilion.
3) Have popcorn parties in their
'jammies to watch the ABC Sunday Night Movie.
4) Travel in herds and giggle for
no apparent reason.
5) Consume a small dinner salad
with low-cal Italian dressing and
a Diet Coke at Holmes, then scarf
on a bag of Cool Ranch Doritos
and Keebler Soft Batch cookies
back at the dorm.

_____A

JOHN HUGHES
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OHNO, IT'S ...

Uncle Buck showtimes:
5 p.m., 7 p.m., 9:10 p.m.
Midnight shows only on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday

6) Purchase EPTs in bulk.
7) Think CWU football players
are cute and cool, just because
they're football players.
8) Plaster their walls with huge
photo murals of high school chums
and tell endless stories aboutthem
to people who could care less.

Hot popcorn available with
REAL DAIRY BUTTER!

9) Take shopping sprees to BiMart (in herds, of course) to buy
mousse, feminine hygiene products, and pastel plastic crates for
all their junk.

All movies presented with ultra
stereo surround sound on
ELLENSBURG'S

10) Talk in a piercing decibel
level at the library about how they
got "soooooo hammered at this
huge party at Anchor M last
night," totally oblivious to the
annoyed accounting student at the
next table.

BIGGEST
He's crude. He's crass.
He's family.

SCREEN!
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Homecoming
festivities
kick off
Oct.10
"Destination Unknown" is the
theme of Central, s Homecoming
this year, which will take place Oct.
10-14.
The festivities include:
• The Residence Hall Banner Contest at 3 p.m. Tuesday.
•The Turtle Races 8 p.m. Wednesday at the Buckboard Tavern, 1302
S. Ruby. Must be 21 or older.
• Musical entertainment at Papa
Johns with Mr. B ! at 8 p.m. Wednesday in the SUB pit.

What's Happening ,Oct. 5--11:
Friday:
•The play "May's Vote" at Ellensburg High School's Little Theater, 1300 E. Third, 8 p~m.;
$3.50. Tickets at Jerrol's, Shapiro's and the EllenS'burg Public Library.
•Dance from 5 p.m.-11 p.m. in the SUB Theater.
Saturday: •Dance from 7 p.m. - midnight in the SUB Ballroom.
•Day hike to Calchuk Lake with the CWU Adventure Club.-Leaves 7 a.m. from Nicholson
Pavilion parking lot.
Sunday
··The movie "A Taxing Woman," at 7 p.m. in McConnell Auditorium; $2.50 single
admission or $14 for a series pass.
•Art exhibit "The Kinsey Trains" begins at CWU's Sarah Spurgeon
Art Gallery, Randall Hall, Room 141. The exhibit runs through
Oct. 20. Hours are 8 a.m.-noon, 1 p.m.-5 p~m., Monday through Friday. Admission is free.
Monday:
•Harry B's nightclub at 8 p.m. in CWU's Barto Hall lounge.
Wednesday: •Public lecture, "The Profundity of Music," with philosophe Dr.Peter Kivy at 7:30 p.m. in .
CWU's Mary A. Grupe Center.
•Musical entertainment with Mr. B! at Papa John's, 8 p.m. in the SUB pit.

• The Lip Sync Friday night at 7 :30
in McConnell Auditorium. Interested contestants who think they
can create an act using the theme
~'Go where no man has gone before," .can sign up in the Student
Activities Office in SUB 214.

Our way.

• Sign-ups for th~ Fun Run begin at
10:30 a.m. Saturday at Nicholson
Pavilion. The race starts at 11 :30
a.m. The first and the last five runners, as well as five randomly drawn
names, will each receive a prize.
• The Central Serpentine at noon.
Students should bring their cars,
- bikes, scooters-anything that
runs-to Nicholson Pavilion and
join the other Wildcats as they weave
their way around the campus.
• The Homecoming Game 2 p.m. at
i:'omlinson Stadium against Eastern Oregon State College.
•An Alumni Social at 5:30 p.m. in
the South Cafeteria, followed by a
banquet at 6:30 in the SUB Fountain Room.
· • The movie "Mystic Pizza" Saturday at 7 p.m. in McConnell Auditorium, as part of the Classic Film
Series.
• A Top-40 dance,"Club CocaCola," Saturday at 9 p.m. in the
SUB. Comedians will perform and
prizes will be awarded. BACCHUS
will serve non-alcoholic drinks.
Admission is $3.

DOING TAXES
CANMAKEYOU
FEEL GREAT.
ESPECIALLY

WHEN THEY'RE
SOMEONE ELSE'S.
If you have a basic aptitude for math and the desire
to help others, you can get
a lot of satisfaction by volunteering your time and skills
to people who need help

doing their taxes.
80,000 people already
have. Join them.
To find out about the free
IRS training. program, call
1-800-424-1040 now.
A Public Serviceoof
This Pubhcat1on &

~
~~

fj)l

Internal
Revenue
Service

You can save literally days of
work between now and graduation. Simply by using an HP
calculator. To keep you from
·endlessly retracing your steps,
ours have built-in shortcuts.
Such as the unique HP Solve
function for creating your own
formulas. Menus, labels and
prompts. Program libraries.
Algebraic or RPN models.
© 1989 Hewlett-Packard Company

PG12905

Better algorithms and chip
design help you finish much
faster and more accurately
than their way. So, whether
you're in engineering, business, finance, life or social
sciences, we've got the best
calculator for you. For as
little as $49.95. Check it out
at your campus bookstore
or HP retailer.

There is a better way.
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HEWLETT
PACKARD
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A time saver for hungry college students

Microfridge inventor hopes to sell .at $429 each ·
College students are clamoring
for a new appliance that can satisfy
some key _desires: It chills beer,
freezes ice cream and cooks pizza.
"It could almost be considered a
necessity," laughs Lauren Massara, a freshman at Brown University.
·The Microfridge, from Microfridge Inc. of Sharon, Mass., is
made up of a compact refrigerator,

a separate freezer compartmef!t and
a mini-microwave. Cost: $429.
The founders of Microfridge have
done more than stack three appliances and paint them the same color.
The four-foot-tall machine was
designed to use no
more power than a compact refrigerator. "When one unit is running,
the othe one is off," says co-founder

RobertP. Bennett, 33. He holds two and the University of Southern dents can buy a $99 refrigerator and
patents on the design.
California.
a $99 microwave and save a lot of
The first shipment of 1,700 MiBut depending on the college money."
crofridges went out at the end of market could ultimately sink MiMassara ·disagrees: "You don't
August, and the company plans two crofridge, Inc., says analyst Chuck have a teensy space not big enough
more shipments by the~ end of No- Ryan of Merrill Lynch~ "I think for ice cubes. I mean, this can holdvember. Expected 1989 revenues: he's got a difiiculrsale on
ice cream."
$1.9 million. More than 88% have a price basis, because college stubeen bought by colleges and their
students. Then~ are waiting lists a t . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brown University in Rhode Island

With First-Bank
Washington,
you don't
have to
carry the
full load.
* Stafford (CSL), PLUS '=

and SLS options

* 24-hour processing time
(about 7-10 days
including mail time) ·

I

* Simple application

* $100 loan minimum

...

* No bank relationship
required

~~

THINK~LIK£Pff5E:-J1-ERWHEN

MR.TOWNSHEND
SMASHED GUITARS JNSTEAP OF HIS WALKE~ ...

*For additional informa·
tion or application please
call our toll free number:
Student Loan Center
1-800-521-1399 or
509-486-2154 .
!~-

* Loan consolidation
options

process
* Options for authorized
deferment of payment

,o~~ First Bank
~~ I' Washingto.-.
Member First Bank System
Member FCIC

\
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VALLEY BIBLE
FELLOWSHIP

We are seeking • • •
• •

. to understan~d,.,_-........._
God's book,
the Bible.

• • •

to apply.it to
our lives.

to grow in our new life in Jesus Christ.

We _are afellowship oriented evangelical Bible church. We would
like to invite you to come and join in the worship of our Lord Jesus Christ.

Contact:
Larry Cory
925-6627

We meet at

~eaiu10 c~.-~10

'SHfi I.

lliu~

*

Sunday mornings
· 10 a.m. - 12 noon

*

Thursday, ~ober 5, 19_89
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Mike Bush

And I didn't mention that T.J. is short
Welcome to all freshmen, newcomers,
and those of you who have just killed off
too many brain cells to remember anything
further back than last week, when you combined Drano with tequila because 7-11 was
out of mixer.
You are now a student of Central Washington University, the only four-year university in the nation which prides itself on
the fact that it is built directly on top of a
cow pasture. You may well have suspected
this on the first day of registration when the
kindly-looking woman at the computer
gazed upon you and released a bellowing

ACROSS
1 Room In harem
4 Equally
6 Sumptuous
meal
11 Stay ,
13 Sword
15 Near
16 Frowns
18 Sun god
19 Latin
conjunction
21 Certain
22 Without end
24 Cicatrix
26 Rise and fall
of ocean
28 French for
"summer"
29 Small stoves
31 Small children
33 Teutonic deity
34 Liquid measure
36 Gangster's girl

friend

38Asfaras
·40Want
42 Approaches
45 Wine cup
47 Hospital
section
49 Food program
50 Writes
52 Extremely
terrible
54 Fuflll
55 Negative prefix
56 Make ready
59 Ma's partner
61 Mend
63 Slice of fish
without bone
65 Cares for
66 Symbol for
tellurium
67 Individual

DOWN
1 Anglo-Saxon
money

2 Discover

"Moooooo!"
Don't think of her response as rude.
These women are not rude, they're tired
and have mistakenly left their sanity on the
bedroom dresser when they left for work.
Don't ask me why they're tired. They
spend eight hours per day staring at a little
computer screen while ignorant students
who can't understand the inner workings of
a tennis ball, let alone a registration system,
shriek "What do you mean my class is
closed??!!!" Seems to me these women
have it easy. Why, their job has no more
stress than that of a nuclear weapons

The
Weekly

Crossword
Puzzle
3 Morning
monogram
4 lslll
5 Long nose of
swine

6 Liberty
7 Organ of
hearing
8 Part of church
9 Spanish for

"yes"
10 Cylindrical
1:? Symbol for
silver
14 More unusual
17 Court order
20 Zest
23 Brother of Odin
24 Compass point
25Shower
27 Short jacket
30 Kiiied
32 Winter vehicle
35 Chiefs
37 Deposited
38 Nocturnal
mammal
39 Egg dish
41 Fall In drops
43 Unlock again
44 Street: abbr.
46 Article
48 Tentative sketch
51 Bridge
53 Great Lake
57 Free of
58 Spanish article
60Consumed
62 Hebrew letter
64 Behold!

Puzzle solution -
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Non Compos Mentis
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disarmer. They enjoy their jobs, don't
they?
Now that you've met the registrar, it's
time to introduce you to a few other people
on campus whom, chances are, you will
never meet unless you decide to take the
campus over by force.
Starting at the top:
Dr. Donald Garrity, President-Dr.
Garrity is the tall, amiable, suit-wearing
man whom you will often see striding
down the mall smiling and waving to
students he's never met. This is not the
same man you saw striding (pantless) down
First A venue in Seattle waving to passersby. The chief difference between the
two being that Dr. Garrity has his doctorate, while that other guy is still working on
· his Master's.
Dr. Robert Edington, Provost and V.P.
for Academic Affairs - Being the provost,
Dr. Edington's chief responsibility is
making sure that no one knows exactly .
what a provost is. Using my magic decoder
ring, I found that "prov" is the worldwide
metric abbreviation, used by waitresses
everywhere, for "provolone lunchmeat"
and "ost" is a German suffix meaning
"director of." From this, we can safely
assume that Dr. Edington's title could be
simplified by calling him "Director in
Charge of Making Faculty Sandwiches." I
don't believe he makes coffee, however.
Mr. Courtney Jones, y.P. for Business
and Financial Affairs - As you will
notice, Mr. Jones does not have a "Dr." in
front of his name. I, however will call him
"Dr." if he really wants me to, because,
judging from his title, he's responsible for
my being paid. Therefore, I pledge to not
write anything nasty about him this year, as
I enjoy eating.
Dr. Donald Guy, V.P. for Student Affairs
-Dr. Guy, as you can plainly see, is in
charge of student affairs, so if you're
having an affair, Dr. Guy knows about it
and will tell your girlfriends, boyfriends or,
as the case may be, your spouses. I also
understand he has your mother's address,
so be careful where you spend the night.
Dr. Donald Schliesman, Dean of Undergraduate Studies - Being in charge of
undergraduates, I will choose not to mess
with Dr. Schielsman, being that I qualify as
such and do not wish to have my college
career aborted at this time, except to say

that he sounds like a wonderful man and if
he ever needs yardwork done ...
Dr. Dale Comstock, Dean of Graduate
Studies and Research - I don't feel
qualified to comment on the responsibilities of Dr. Comstock, because 1) I am not a
Graduate, 2) I very rarely Study, and 3) as
you can tell, the Research I do for this
column is _minimal at best.
Dr. Don Cummings, Dean of the College
of Letters, Arts and Sciences - I refuse to
write anything about Dr. Cummings as I
hate copycats. He's the sixth "doctor" on
this list, the fourth "Don," and my high
school basketball coach was named
"Cummings." Come on, let's see some
originality out there!
One more faculty member who I feel
compelled to -introduce is Mr. "Deacon"
Meier, the Asst. V.P. of Student Affairs.
This is the man whom you will see if you
ever do anything so stupid as give false
identification to a police officer. As I have
found, Mr. Meier has the power to boot any
random campus idiot, such as myself, out
of the university and into the world of
minumum wage earning. But he didn't, so
you still have to put up with me.
Next up is our elected student officials,
who earned their jobs through their unique
abilities t.o stuff more ballots into the box
than their opponents. Because I know less
about most of their jobs than I do about
what the provost does, and you should be
getting sick of this column any time now,
I'm only going over the top two:
T.J. Sedgwick, President~ The first
ASCWU president whose mother hated
him so much she named him with letters,
T.J. is bright, friendly and good looking. If
he ever gets over that honesty thing, he'll
have a decent shot at the U.S. Senate.
Henri Moreau, Vice President - Henri,
who spells his name wrong, dresses way
too nice for his own good and is sickeningly friendly. He also digs The Beatles,
long walks in the moonlight, and blondes.
By the way, my name is Mike Bush and
I'm the editor of the publication you now
hold in your hand. I write this column
every week and get all my information
from the back of Stroh' s cans. Very little, if
anything you read on this page will ever be
true, but if you feel it necessary to do so,
feel free to write me nasty letters. I collect
them. And I, too, dig blondes.

by Greg Goessman ZOO U.

by Mark Weitzman
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Central's International Programs is the place to come if you
have ever dreamed of packing your books and bags and
taking off... taking off to just about any place that has ever
intrigued you. Now is the time to make it happen.
Those of you who want a traditional approach to your first
experience abroad can attend schools whose courses are
taught by Northwest university faculty (in English), live
with host families, and still become immersed in a foreign
culture. Those of you whose foreign language skills are
more advanced and who need practice in a total language
environment-name the country and we'll place you in a
university!
.

I

<

Cost o~ the programs vary but many cost less than what you
would pay if you remained as a student on Central's campus. Courses are fully accredited and transferrable to your
degree program.
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But more than that . . .your life will change. The choice is
yours, but plan now.
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.Take the first step, and COME SEE US!
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Barge 308 • 963-3612 ·
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England Australia Costa Rica ~

*Old-fashioned, returnable glass
bottles - deposit required .

Just six blocks west of the
library on 15th Street

·,.· '•, 9.- 3·¢
.

.

.

,

,

half-gallons at farm
store only
*Milk stays
cold longer

*Everyday LOW PRICE

419 W. lSth
925-1821
six blocks west
of the library

,

Store Hours
11:15 a.m. - 6:30 p.lll.
Monday - Saturday

fAMllY DAIRY

ELLENseunG, WASHINGTON 98926

•

Price Chopper

I

Winegar Milk also available at: · Super 1 Foods
I

• 7-Eleven
• Albertsons ·
• Johnny's Serve-U
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Possib.le record-breaking game ahead

3'rd-ranked 'Cats face No. 11 PLU
by MIKE BUSH
Editor-in-Chief

Ranked third nationally in the
NAIA coaches poll, CWU's football Wildcats face 11th-ranked
Pacific LutheranUniversity Sat4rday in a 1:30 battle for the inside
berth toward the Mt. Ranier League
championship at the Lutes' Sparks
Stadium.
The unbeaten 'Cats, who have
already posted impressive victories
over Southern Oregon (34-0), Linfield (26-6) and Western Washington (21-15), can break the Columbia Football Association consecutive regular-season win record of
15 with a victory this weekend. The
Lutes were the last team to conquer
Central in a regular season contest.
Defeating the WWUVikings w,ith
stunning defensive play and out. standing running from All-American Pat Patterson Saturday, Central
dashed all hopes of a Western win
as l3rad Taylor picked off an end
zone-bound pass with just 43 seconds left in the fourth quarter.
The interception was the Wildcats' fourth of the game, including
a first-quarter theft by Brian
M~Elroy that he returned 53 yards
for CWU' s first touchdown and a 60 l~ad after a blocked extra point
attempt. James Mitchell stole two
passes on the day, one of which
halted a third-quarter Western drive.
Offensively, the 'Cats rushed for
a season-high 319 yards on 59 carries with Patterson contributing 217
yards in 34 attempts.
A career-high day for Patterson,
he bested last season's 184-yard
performance against Eastern Oregon and broke for a 44-yard secondquarter touchdown, after which he
collected a Ken Stradley two-pointconversion pass to give the 'Cats a
14-7 halftime lead.
Central' s last score came in the
third quarter as Stradley visited the
end zone on a one-yard run, capping an 80-yard drive in which
Patterson carried the ball ·seven
times for 52 yards.
Abandoned largely due to the
effectiveness of the running game,
Central' s passing offense sputtered,
throwing the ball only once in the
second half and closing off with a
CFA record -5 yards, mainly because of a 21-yard loss on a secondquarter shovel pass after the ball
was snapped over Stradley' s head.
"We decided at halftime to come
out and run the ball right at them,"
Central coach Mike Dunbar said of
their game plari. "We thought their
defense was giving us the running
room."
In regards to this week's contest,
the Wildcats can expect a tough
game from league rival PLU.
"They're very physical and they'll
apply a lot of pressure," said Dunbar who was an assistant under Lute

C~ntral Washington University running back Pat Patterson faces a defender during the Linfield game. Patterson rushed ·
34 times for 217 yards in Saturday's 21-15 win overWestern Washington. Patterson led the team in rushing yards last year with
a school- record 1,146 yards. (Photo by Kirsten Barber)

coach Frosty Westerling from 197678.
PLU is led by quarterback Craig
Kupp, whohasthrownfor604yards
and seven touchdowns in three
outings, completing 64.6 percent of
his passes.
According to coach Dunbar, PLU
does "an excellent job mixing up
the run and the pass and Kupp has
been throwing the ball well."

Sports Schedule· Oct. s - 11
Men's Soccer

Football
at Pacific Lutheran

1:30 p.m.

Volleyball
Oct. 6-7 at Puget Sound Tourney
Oct. 10 at Western W ashingto'n

All day
7p.m.

Cross Country
Oct. 7

at Fort Casey Invitational All day

Oct. 6 Gonzaga
4 p.m.
Oct. 7 Whitworth
3 p.m.
Oct. 11 at Simon Fraser 3 p.m.

Women's Soccer
Oct. 7 Whitman
1 p.m.
Oct. 8 Washington State 1 p.m.
Oct. 11 Pacific Lutheran 4 p.m.
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Lady 'Cats
soccer on
•
upswing

r--------~-------~-----------,
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Eastern Oregon ~>1/J
Tomlinson Stadium

by STEVE EVENSON
Staff Writer

The Central women's soccer
team is alive and kicking. After
defeating Simon Fraser 1·-0 Saturday the team traveled to Seattle
and beat Seattle University 3-0 to
raise their record to 6-2.
In the win over SU, Laurie
Gillespie scored on an assist from
Katie Isley. The next two goals
were made by Denise Sims - one
assisted by Erin Murphy.
Coach Bill Baker said,_"The offense is finally coming alive. I am
very high on the girls right now,
but we have to take one game at a
time."
In Saturday's win over Simon
Fraser, Erin Murphy scored an
unassisted goal to win the game 10. Baker said," We beat a very
good team today. Our defense is
. playing super.'"
Other defensive players that assisted in the effort were Christy
Leehan, Stacey Stone, Jennifer
Sursely, and Vicki Reese.
"These four girls helped us tremendously," Baker said.
The CWU women return to
District 1 action Saturday, Oct. 7 at
1 _p.m. against Whitman.

,

. .

October 14
2 p.m.

Central Soccer Club practices
will be Mondays and Wednesdays at 5 p.m. behind the soccer
field. All men and w.omen interested in playing club soccer are
welcome.
For further information, call 9631266 days or674-4527 evenings.

~----------------------------~

DR. DON A. CHILDRESS
KITTITAS VALLEY CHIROPRACTIC
502 N. Ruby
Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 962-9796

Specializing in
Sports M~dicine
Located 1 block North of Safeway

The Women's Resource Center
Special Services 152
963-2127

--

¥

Soccer Club to
meet Mondays
and Wednesdays

. What does the Women's Resource Center have to offer you?
*Weekly, hour-long seminars on topics that concern YOU
*A library and lounge especially for students
*Support groups
*Support and referral seNices for re-entry students
*A caring and informed staff

CiOODTIME. ftTl'W
CiREAT TASTE: 1811

·McDonalds now hiring full
and part-time positions
Day side bonuses
available $4 an hour
Interviews Mon. • Thurs. 8 • 5

Anniversary Sale
We're cele~rating 35 years of business in the
Kittitas Valley, and we thank you for supporting
us. Listed below are truly exciting savings on
new fall fashions and accessories.

WOMEN'S FALL SWEATERS
selected sweaters by famous makers
reg. $21 - $55, now $16.90 - $47.90

JUNIOR DENIM
many styles to choose from
now25% off

Call us and see what we have to offer YOU!
Expires 10/31/89
925-7335

Good for $3 OFF
any new or transferred
prescription

CASUAL PANTS
by B.B. Blues
reg. $34, now $26

BLACK DAYWEAR
select from our entire stock
25% off

SUPER

BUCKS

Limit One Per Customer.
Not to exceed price of prescription.

Cash Value. 1/20th of 1¢

MENS FALL SWEATERS
many patterns, styles, colors, fabrics
reg. $32 - $55, now $20.90 -- $30.90

LEVI'S DOCKERS CASUAL PANTS
over entire stock
25% off

SPORTSHIRTS
large assortment of long and
short sleeve knits and woven skirts
33% off

GREENLINE SPORTSWEAR
woven and knit tops and pants
save $5

C

l=OCl;JS

-~

WE SET 11IE STANDARD!

24 Hour
Savings

Open a Berry's
charge, it's easy!
Apply soon!

Open seven days a
week for·your
convenience

Fashion • Gifts• Service
Downtown Ellensburg
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Men's soccer team defeats George Fox in OT
by STEVE EVENSON
Staff Writer

The Central men' s soccer team
raised its record to 2-5 with a 4-1
overtime win over George Fox
College Friday.
Early in the second half Eric Budlong tied the game at 1-1 with the
assist coming from Bryan O'Neal.
In the overtime session the Wildcats erupted for three goals. Dan
McKillop scored the first of three
goals four minutes into the overtime period.
Nine minutes later, Derek Nelson scored on an assist by Herald
Hudson, then Clint Manny ended
the scoring on a penalty kick.
Head Coach Greg Sambrano said,
"Th~ team has been playing well
the last few games. We have a young

Cross country
teams take·
show on the
road; to return
October 14
by STEVE EVENSON
Staff Writer

CWU took its men's and
women' s cross country teams
to the Simon Fraser invitational
last weekend.
The men fi nished sixth with
150 points, while conference
rival Western Washington fi nished fourth with 110 points.
The University of Washington
won both the men's and
; women's brackets.
The Wildcat women also finished sixth with 161 points behind conference rivals WWU
with 103 points and host Simon
Fraser also with 103 points.
First year women's coach Carl
Howell expects big improvements from both the men and
women teams.
When questioned about his
team he said, "We had a slow
start. The other teams started
training earlier, but by district
time we should be very competitive."
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team and they're starting to put it
together.
"This win will give the team some
confidence since George Fox was
the defending NAIA Christian
College champions."
Eric Budlong said, "The defense
is marking well and the play from
goaltender Dan Marquett has really
been outstanding."
The Wildcats have held their opponents to only four goals in four
games, which pleases coach Sambrano.
"Our intensity has really picked
up and we are starting to play hard,"
Sambrano said.

Catch men's soccer
tomorrow
4 p.m.
soccer field
CWU vs. Gonzaga

Central's Clint Manny attempts to keep the ball away from the defender. Manny scored the final goal
in Friday's game against George Fox College. (Photo by Kirsten Barber)

''I don't want
a lot of hype.
ljustwant
something I
can count on.''

Some long distance
companies promise you
the moon, but what you
really want is dependable,
high-quality service. That's
just what you'll get when
you choose AT&T Long
Distance Service, at a cost
that's a lot less than you
think. You can expect low
long distance rates, 24-hour
operator assistance, clear
connections and immediate
credit for wrong numbers.
And the·assurance that
virtually all of your calls will
go through the first time .
That's the genius of the
AT&T Worldwide Intelligent
Network.
When it's time to
choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice-AT&T
If you'd like to know
more about our products or
services, like International
Calling and the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.

---ATs.T

The right choice.
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· Performance earns -Yonts 'Wildcat~of-the- Week
UNIVERSITY.RELATIONS- .. quart~rb~~~ .s.acks f9r .losses total- . Dunb,a r.InbothofCei:itral'sgames,
A .mere six p~ints allowed in two . ing 27' yards. On one play, Yonts 'they've jumped to big first-quarter
games and
astounding 21 quar:·-. . sack~d 'Linfiel~ quarterback 'Bop.:. -leads:'
-- -~,
terback sacks for passes totaling Kumpulaintheendzoneforasafety,
"We- worked hard _o n our pass
114 yards are indications of the accounting forCWU's only second rush techniques this fall," Dunbar
talents of Central Washington .: half points.
said. "This is a passing league and
:· :Un'iYe~sity ; s ;·~defensive football
Through two games, he leads we felt one area we needed to imsquad.
CWU intotaltackles with l7 and.he prove defensively .(over last year)
Many players have contributed ranks third in the Columbia Foot- was our pass rush."
to the quick start for the _defense, ball Association in tackles for losses
Dunbar said the entire outside
among them outside linebacker with four.
linebacking· corps, led by Yonts,
Marc Yonts (6-3, 232, Jr., Ken- ' "Marcwasjustalloverthefield.· has performed well. "We' ve also
newick- Kamiakin & Walla Walla Hehadanoutstandinggame,"CWU gotten outstanding play there from
CC).
head coach Mike Dunbar said.
John01son(6-2,225,So.,Chehalis)
, Yonts had seven primary tackles
Yonts' performance earned him andEdMcKean(6-2,205,Jr.,Santa
and th~~e assists in Saturday's 26-6_ Mt. RainierdefensivePlayer-of-the- . Rita, Guam) and Eric Granberg (6win over Linfield, whicb came into Weekhonors ...He was also selected
2i5, Sr:, R~nton - Hazen) has
Marc Yonts; -Wildccat-of-thethe game ranked 21st nationally. as cwu,:s Wildca~-of-Week. .
g_iven US: ~qod play .at both the inWeek. (Photocourte~y of Univercwu, ranked third nationally .. The high number of quarterback side ana outside." sity Relations)
among NAIA Division 2 schools, is sacks may be attflbuied to CWU'
"We ,were concerned about the
2-0andhas won 14straightregular- · · opponents being forced to . throw (outside linebacker) position going
season · games dating back to the the ball more than their game plan into the season because we gradu1987 season.
·
may have called for ·and an im- ated both our starters, but it has
Among Yonts' tackles were three proved pass rush, according to developed into a strength," Dunbar

an

i:

s

said.
Yonts' contribution has not only
come during the garrie, but in practice, too, according to Lon Stewart,
·cwu's outside linebacker coach.
"Marc comes out and works hard at
practice," Stewart said. "He has an
enthusiasm about everything and
the younger players see that and
they try harder~ "
Yonts has hot only enthusiasm,
but tenacity and a love for the sport
itself. During his freshman redshirt
year at the University of Idaho h~
had two operations performed on
his right knee.
Yonts then gave up his full -ride
scholarship at Idaho after a coaching change and transferred to Walla
Walla Community College.
At Walla Walla, he earned allconference honorable mention
See Yonts page 24
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-- .-----------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------HAIR STYLIST NEEDED part
time at Salon Zuchis. Call 925-2320. .
ATTENTION -HIRING! Government jobs-your area. $17 ,840$69 .485. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext.
Rl9004.
Gold Leaf has training available
for a certified nursing assistant position. Work available part time and
weekends. $5.15/hr. Training costs:
$24 for text, evening and weekend
classes can be arranged. Contact
Peggy or Shannon at WHCC-Gold
Leaf, 925-4171 . UNI-Care provides
scholarships for college education.

I

ATTENTION GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 CU-repair) .
. Delinquent tax property. Reposses.sions. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext.
GH19004.·
MANAGMENT INTERNSHIP
in Tokyo available. RT transportation, residence, plus monthly stipend provided. Apply by Oct. 27,
1989. Contact IIP, Seattle, 1-800869-7056.
ATTENTION GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEIDCLES from
$100. fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1602-838-8885 ext. Al9004.
National marketing firm seeks
mature student to manage on-campus promotions for top companies
this school year. Flexible hours with
earnings potential to $2,500 per
semester. Must be organized, hardworking and money motivated. Call
CorineorMyraat 1-800-592-2121.
-MINERAL SPRINGS RESORT
taking applications for waitpeople,
dishwasher and cook. Willing to
train, hours include evenings and
weekends. contact Judy or John for
interview: 857-2361.

I

•

TYPEWRITER: Smith Corona
SL80, almost new. Includes word
and letter correctfon. Comes with
correction tape, three ribbons and
paper. Paid$550, will sell for$450.
·Also, Sharp Solar calculator,.paid.
$50, will sell for $40. Call Mickey, ·
963-7891.

WE a• EXACI LY WHATYOU EXPECT
OUT OF ABANKING RELATIONSHIP.

We could bore you with all the great
selVices we have.at US. Bank. But we
·know all you .want is money Fast. That's
why we have more than 2,000 cash ma·chffies in the state of Washinmon alone.
:It's also why weve .put .together an
:.entire student package that includes

stuff like a $200 line of credit; a check~g account (with five bucks already in
it!), 50 free checks, a ~avings account
and of course, a card to get that cash.
All this for a measly .$2.50.** So come
to your nearest branch,
before you s~e to death. .
·.

ES'BANK

•subject to credit approval. Yoti muse be 18 years old to qualif}: **111is is a base price. Additional fe6 i11a~--appl~: Offer expires I 1/22189.
Offer ~ood only at U.S: Bank of Washington, National Association. Member FDIC. Equal Oportunity lender '
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,Yonts:·. <?utstanding performance earns honors,----------------------. .

.'

woul~)ike io find .a graduate assis- _'
YontSsaidhewould welcome the ·
- tafit coaching job at ~ :Division I · opportunitytoplayprof0otball:but .
universitysothathecancoachwhile right now his goal is is to coach at

honors at tight end during his freshju~t
man season and was a first team
tJf
working towaro his master's de- theconege1eve1onafun-timebasis
selection in his sophomore season.
gree in education.
after earning his master's degree
Eastern Washington University
then recruited the Kamiakin gradu~
v
r----~------~-~-------,
ate, but he reinjured his knee during ·
spring drills. Because EWU doctors would not clear Yonts to play,
he transferred to Fresno City CC to the idea.
left on the field. He has maintained
where he coached the school's tight
"My parents have always been so a 3.2 cumulative grade point averends.
support~ve and they still support age (on a 4.0 scale) while playing
~
Coaching, however, made Yonts me," Yonts said, "but they don't football and majoring in biology
realize that he loved the game too agree with my decision (to play)." education.
'-.much to not play again. He considYonts' strive for excellence is not
After graduation next fall, Yonts
CJ)
ered transferring to Fresno State,
but would have lost one year of
~
eligibility under the NCAA' s five~
year .rule~ Yonts was looking for an
C..
105 E. 4th
NAIA school to transfer to. When
J
925-4626
he learned his Walla Walla CC
Ellensburg's Most Complete Fitness Center
teammate Troy Munday was trans1
Featuring:
208
5th
962-9277
ferring to Central, he decided . to
CJ)
Athletic equipment and supplies
check the school out.
•
Hiking, camping equipment
I
After talking to Central' s coaches,
I C
backpacks, swimwear
Yonts decided Ellensburg would be
All CWU freshmen and returning
I
sunglasses, silkscreening
~Il
his home for the next two years.
studentsfor another great year.
I ski rentals, ski tuning
"The guys here just aren't conI :I:
lettermans jackets
I
tent with .being mediocre," Yonts
GYM HOURS
•
I
I
•
and
much
more
said. "The level of competition is
Monday-Friday 6 a.m. -10 p.m.
I
I
Saturday 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
intense."
Sunday 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Yonts himself is also not content
1
•
I
with anything less than excellence.
~----------~---------~
STUDENTS AND FAMILY DISCOUNTS
Every day he gives 100 percent
I
~'
I
FREE WEIGHT AND MACHINES
even though doctors have told him
I
I
STATIONARY BIKES, AEROBICS
that if he continues to play he could
.
WOLFE TANNING
I
ANY PURCHASE
~' I
0
risk a permanent injury.
NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
I
'\.
this
coupon
i: • I
01
Yonts said it w~s a hard decision
COMPLETE LINE OF WORKOUT APPAREL. ~
I
-1010
I
as to whether or not to play again
LIFTING ACCESSORIES, AND MORE! ~JI""
I
•
I
because his parents were opposed

"The guys here
aren'tc':'ntel_lt with
being mediocre. The level com_petition is
intense."

- 1.r.1.arc .1.onts
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Campus leader
Joelklattsson-Boze~

Salt Co. is a vibrant
contemporary
Christ-centered
campus f el.lowship
Prayer & Praise
SUB 208
Thursdays
7:30 p.m.
Small groups for
intimacy, fellowship,
study and growth

Campus leader
Beth Mattsson-Boze'

Sunday school
at CMA church:
1st service 8: 15 a.m.
Sunday school 10 a.m.
2nd service 11 a.m .
for more
information, call
Christian &
Missionary Alliance
Church
1407 N. "B" St.
925-1481
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7-24 in 1988, 17-1 in 1989

,

· . Volleyball team near-invincible in improved showing
CWU still has a solid hold on first
place in the East Division of the
NAIA Distric.t I.

by VINCE RICHARDSON
Staff Writer

Central Washington University's
volleyball team suffered its first
defeat Friday against Whitworth
College.
The Lady Cats were undefeated
(17-0) and were just one win away
from their m_odem-day school record of 18 victories, set in 1986.
Central led the division with a 31 record. With no previous division
victories, Whitworth defeated Central 5-15, 12-15, 15-8, 12-15.

PUZZLE SOLUTION

In three matches last week, Tina 32 times without an error. Other
Torgeson had 30 kills and only four team leaders included Renee Krebs
errors in 76 attempts. She also served in assists and services aces, Jo Ann

·Mana.s tash bicycle tour upcoming
The Manastash Metric CenturyI
Half-Century Bicycle Tour will be
Oct. 14. The ride departs from the
Ellensburg Public Safety Build- .
ing, Second and Pearl.
Registration is 8-9:50 a.m. with
the race starting at 10 a.m. The
cost is $6 for a single rider and $8
for a two-person bike.

The ride will take cyclists along
the west side of the valley to
CleElum and will return along the
winding Y ak.imaRiver. Riders can
tum off half-way for the alternate
50-K route. Snacks and a will be
provided.
For more information, call 9252435 or 925-4236.
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ftBaun11ard's . ·

~CINfln 111111 I 925-4500

5th & Pine

Beaushaw in digs and Anysia Pepper in solo blocks and blocking
assists.
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Sports Writers
•
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Wanted

: If you have experience writing •
-: or have a desire to learn,
•
: The Observer needs you.
: Please call . Karla Rutherford,
: Sports Editor,at 963-1073
•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

·we cater to~..

Ifyou caq find aMaciI;tosh in this room,
vye illlgh,t put one myours. ·- Free. .·

.~

(}' .

,'•..

In what will surely be the easiest test of your intellect this term, Apple invites you
to try winning a free Apple Macintosh" Plus personal computer merely by finding it in
this drawing.
We'll even give you a hint: It's not the table, the lamp, or the chair.
Now you're on your own.
To register, look for contest details where Macintosh computers are sold on your
campus. Oh, all right, we'll give you a hint for that, too: Look at the bottom of this ad. :
But do it really, really fast. Because only one Macintosh is being given away on this
campus, and it's going to happen soon.
. Soon, as in right away. Pronto. Quick-like.
But hey, you can take a hint.

••

Somebodys going to win afree Macintosh.
Enter October 6th-October 27th

University Store, SUB
© 1989 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macimosh are registered crademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Illustration© 1989 Matt Groening.
/

'•

One entr\' per person, plea~e. Onh· fulhime students, facult:: an<l staff are eligihle to \Yin.

-

. '

...

' ..

At First Interstate Bank we're having a rather notable sweeps~akes. l?e prize
is a portable CD player.from Technics.
All you have to do to enter is come into the First Interstate branch

~

below and fill out an entry form before October 27. All you have to do to

win is be lucky. While you're in the bank, ask about our checking accounts. We

-

can set one up around your schedule and waive your fees if you dont use it.during the
summer break. So, come into First Interstate while our sound offer is still available.

IJ Fil'Sf l11terstate Bank
Ellensburg Branch, 4th & Pearl Street, 925-4196

...
Member FDIC

WELCOME BACK CWU STUDENTS
For your grocery needs, shop at
QUALITY

PRODUCE DEPARTMENT

J\An.

g·~

COLD BEVERAGES
Pepsi-Cola, Coca-Cola, R.C. Cola products
KOALA Springs and Clearly Canadian
New York Seltzer & Crystal Geyser mineral water

DAIRY D-EPARTMENT
featuring Dairygold products .
whole, 2%, trim, 1%, non-fat

COLD BEER AT HOT PRICES
domestic and import .beer
cold northwest wines
champagne
coolers ·

BAKERY
featuring Wonder, Snyder,
plus our Qwn private label
donuts and pastries

MUNCHIES DEPARTMENTS
chips: Frito Lay's, Nalley's, Tim's Cascades
cookies: Nabisco, Mother's, Archway .

LIMITED FRESH MEAT DEPARTMENT
HEALTH AND BEAUTY CARE DEPARTMENT

PLUS MUCH, MUCH MORE!

For your added convenience

VIDEOS

READY TO EAT

Tuesday - Sunday
$1.99
Monday Madness
$.99
(all videos)
VCR Machines $4.99

READY
TO EAT
sandwiches
salads

Cooked fresh daily

We make, you bake
pizzas

New Releases - Wide Selection

GROCERY

,,
925-2467

HOURS
Mon. - Sat. 7 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Sunday 9 a,.m. - 10 p.m.

SOFT
FROZEN YOGURT
naturally refreshing

low-fat and non-fat flavors
flavors change daily

LOCATED ACROSS FROM CAMPUS

